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Preface
Throughout history, people have been dealing with the consequences of natural disasters.
Nowadays, it sometimes feels like there are more disasters than ever. This feeling I have is partially
derived from the media attention that is paid to these disasters, since natural disasters make good
headlines and are newsworthy. Another part of this feeling comes from the increasing amount of
people living in fragile areas dealing with disasters, including the prospect of climate change making
certain natural disasters more likely to occur. This was the incentive for me to research a community
that has recently experienced a natural disaster. I find how people deal with the consequences and
what processes take place in such a time valuable for all involved actors, including myself.
Last year I started my Masters in Human Geography, with the focus on Globalization, Migration and
Development at the Radboud University in Nijmegen. This thesis is the final product of the program
in which I enrolled, not only to learn about developments in the world but also to develop my
academic skills.
Studying a community in Indonesia, was partially the idea of my supervisor dr. Lothar Smith. For this,
his council and bringing me in touch with the partner university of Gadjah Mada in Yogyakarta, I want
to thank him. Additionally, I want to thank all people in Indonesia who have helped to make this
research possible. These people include the researchers from the University of Gadjah Mada, with a
special thanks to dr. Sukamdi, and the people who have helped me finding participants and
translators. Most of all, I want to thank all participants who have shared their stories with me
regarding the earthquake. Without you this research would not have been possible.

Max Nguyen
December 2019
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Summary
As many people around the world live in communities located in fragile areas, vulnerable to the
consequences of natural disasters, this research focuses on the social resilience of these
communities and its individuals. Gili Air, a small island off the coast of Lombok, Indonesia. Its
economy relies mostly on tourism and lies in such a fragile area. The tourist-oriented nature of the
community creates a mix of people, such as local and expat entrepreneurs, and a workforce working
in these businesses who mostly come from Lombok. On the 5th of August 2019, Northern-Lombok,
including Gili Air, was struck by an earthquake with a magnitude of 7.0. This results in the main
research question: What actions and dimensions are present on individual and community level,
regarding social resilience, in the tourist-oriented community of Gili Air, in the aftermath of a natural
disaster?
But what exactly is resilience? Resilience is a broad concept, used in a variety of fields of study (Pike,
Dawley & Tomanay, 2010). Although very broad, in its essence resilience refers to a steady situation,
followed by a disturbance, in this case an earthquake, followed by a recovery period leading to an
equilibrium state (Pike et al, 2010). In this context social resilience refers to: ‘the ability of social units
(e.g., organizations, communities) to mitigate hazards, contain the effects of disasters when they
occur, and carry out recovery activities in ways that minimize social disruption and mitigate the
effects of future earthquakes’ (Bruneau, 00 pp.

).

Within social resilience or communal resilience there are three main themes derived from Norris’
(2008) research, with each of them having several indicators that can be assessed to determine
whether people are resilient in their response to a disturbance. The main themes in this research are
economic resources, social capital and community competence. Although this research mostly looks
at actions from within the community, a community is always situated in its geographical context,
and hence its relation to other areas matters. In relation to resilience, these external influences can
determine whether a community and individuals are resilient or not. These external influences can
come from the community itself, by asking for help, or help can be offered from these actors. The
most logical external actor is the government, but also actors such as relief organizations or
individuals helping the community or its members. This resulted in the conceptual framework visible
on page X.
To accomplish this, the research was set up as a qualitative ethnographic single-sited case study. The
qualitative approach allowed for the participants to give substantiated answers and to share their
stories and views regarding the topic of the research. The ethnographic approach seems most
V

suitable due to the sensitivity of the topic, as this approach allows for a researcher to build a
relationship with the participants (Falzon, 2016). A case study seems the most logical approach since
researching a community that experienced a natural disaster requires a context. When a research
requires (such a) context, a case study is a suitable approach (Baxter & Jack, 2008). Lastly, the singlesited angle, allowed the researcher to investigate the community of Gili Air in an in-depth manner,
whilst a multi-sited research would have meant that the research time had to be divided. Moreover,
in interviews with participants it soon became obvious that the response between the three Gili
islands did not differ much, and that the islands were less connected to each other as thought
beforehand. To collect data 17 semi-structured interviews were conducted with several actors
present on the island or heavily involved with processes on the island in relation to their resilience
capacity. Among these actors are entrepreneurs (local and expat), various staff members (working
for locals and expats, and expat staff members, English and non-English speaking), government
officials (head of the islands, natural disaster agency, tourist agency and others) and people not
directly related to the tourist community.
After analyzing the data on certain themes (economy/work, aid, housing and community actions),
the conclusion of this research shows the hollowness of the concept of social/communal resilience,
due to its non-specific nature. On the other hand, this is also one of its strengths, since the concept
can later be specified to give meaning to the context of the research in question and is therefore
broadly applicable. In this research the importance of social capital and the external linkages of
individuals and the community to geographically more distant places becomes visible. The economy
of the island is quite resilient, since the natural disaster did not cause a complete collapse of the
islands economy. Yet, it caused resilience disparities between individual actors of the community, in
which the people with more external strategies (using their network) coped better with the
consequences of the earthquake than people with a local-oriented strategy (and network). This leads
to the recommendation for individuals in fragile places to invest in meaningful international contacts
that can be of value in a time of stress. Moreover, to policymakers in fragile area, the conclusion can
be drawn that investing in the self-empowerment of a community can prove to be of value, since it
makes it more likely that a community takes more initiative to deal with their problems caused by a
disaster. In addition to this, implementing mitigation measures ex-ante and ex-post is of importance
to limit damage before and after a natural disaster. A grasp about what further research can entail is
that it can regard other cases, for example a comparative analysis between this community and a
community that experiences less economic growth, a different natural disaster, a study on what type
of tourism is more resilient or a research regarding the importance of a tourist-based economy for
the hinterland in a time of stress.
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1.1 Introduction
Lombok earthquake leaves id llic Gili islands facing uncertain future
(Lamb, 2018)

Headlines like the one above are familiar when watching or reading news reports. Although, the site
and type of disaster might differ, the message remains the same.
When watching or reading the news, a lot of attention is paid to natural disasters such as hurricanes,
earthquakes and tsunamis. In the past year, namely 2018, there were different natural disasters over
the world. From wildfires in California to floods in India. The ones that immediately come to mind are
two big incidents in Indonesia, with the earthquake in Lombok and the earthquake and tsunami in
Sulawesi, that occurred within a time span of a few months. But what exactly is a disaster?
According to McFarlane and Norris (2006, pp. 4) a disaster is: ‘a potentially traumatic event that is
collectively experienced, has an acute onset, and is time delimited; disaster may be attributed to
natural, technological or human causes’.
In the mainstream media, little attention is paid to the long-term impact of such an event, compared
to the amount of news coverage in the direct aftermath. The first week(s) after the event, the news is
filled with reports, like the headline in this paragraph. This is partially due to the vivid images of a
natural disaster. If the event is big enough, a collective aid initiative is set up, yet, after a while, the
media and public move on to the next event. This is in line with research from Houston, Pfefferbaum
& Rosenholtz (2012), who revealed that, ‘natural’ disasters tend to have a shorter lifespan of news
coverage than other issues.
Sometimes, a small report is broadcasted on progress, if present, yet, news on how a community
tries to recover from such an event, does not reach a big public. Occasionally, it manifests itself in a
report by relief organizations or NGO’s, to inform those who gave to their cause, or with the
intention to collect more funds.
When discussing the earthquake in Lombok, much of the footage that ends up in reports are the
images of touristic sites, such as the Gili islands. This is likely due to the fact that most of the people
in the global North can relate to such images and the channels to transfer these images are shorter.
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Another explanation could be that people in these types of places are ‘connected’ in these situations,
while more remote places or locals are ‘disconnected’ (Sheller, 2016). What is interesting, is how
such communities in these tourist-oriented sites function in the aftermath of a natural disaster, and
how its individuals and the community as a collective try to overcome their problems.
It is expected that this type of community is different from other non-tourist-oriented communities.
First of all, the community is dependent on tourists who spend their money in such sites. A (natural)
disaster potentially has a long-lasting disrupting effect on tourist-oriented communities’ flow of
income (Butler, 2017). Moreover, such a place attracts people from other places who are in search
of a (temporary) job or are on holiday. This creates a different mix of people than the one found in
the average town (Page & Connell, 2014). Consequently, the sense of community might be different
and hence their response in the aftermath of such an event might differ as well. Moreover, the
structure(s) of the community could be different. The community could be multi-layered due to the
greater diversity of people. Each group has a different background and therefore has different
channels to access, to ask for or receive support from others to help them after the natural disaster.
Therefore, part of this research is about what channels these different individuals use, and how these
people deal with the consequences of the earthquake, as well as community efforts to overcome
their problems. When is this resilience or lack of resilience individual or communal? And to what
extent do people work together or does aid reach individuals or the entire community? Overall, it will
look at the communal effect the natural disaster had and the different outcomes for individuals.

1.2

Societal relevance

Applied scientific research should generally have the aspiration to contribute to society. The aim of
applied research is to create an impact, which hopefully will have its effect on society in one way or
another.
The way this research attempts to contribute to society, is by expanding the understanding on how
individuals within a community and the community as a whole function in the aftermath of a natural
disaster. This is done by researching a community that was recently struck by a natural disaster. The
focus lies on how individuals are dealing with the consequences of a natural disaster, by assessing
their social resilience, and looking at strategies people use to overcome their problems, as well as the
community’s resilience as a whole.
The chosen community has a tourist-oriented nature. For such communities, this research can give
insight in what role social resilience plays on individual and community level, and the space in
12

between, after the occurrence of a natural disaster and how the community functions after a
disturbance. Consequently, the results of this research could contribute to limiting the damage in
case of a new disaster, in this specific site, or relatable sites, by for example changing policies or
behavior by community members.
The focus of this research lies on the sorts of problems people from different levels of the community
have due to the earthquake and what activities they undertake to overcome these problems.
Therefore, this research could be beneficial for these individuals and communities who are dealing
with the consequences of natural disasters, or that lie in areas which are vulnerable to natural
disasters. This is, by preparing them for the possibility of such an event and taking measures to limit
the damage in case of such a disaster, or by gaining knowledge on what to do, and what not to do,
after the occurrence of such a disaster.
Because of these reasons, this research could be interesting for policymakers in tourist-oriented
communities in fragile places, vulnerable to natural disasters. Since there is an increasing investment
by policymakers to build resilient communities, this research can contribute to the knowledge on
how to reach that goal (Kwok, et al., 2016). This contribution lies, for example, in gaining
understanding of activities members of the community undertake to rejuvenate their loss of
livelihoods after the incident. Another way is by understanding the importance the role of social ties
can play in the aftermath of a crisis. Where Smith’s ( 00 ) research, illustrated the importance of
relying on transnational ties as a security measure in a time of crisis, in the context of Ghana. This can
help individuals to adjust their way of thinking about social ties or help policymakers to change their
policy, before (ex-ante) or after (ex-post) to a possible incident.
Generally, this research is also valuable for policymakers who are involved in increasing
social/societal resilience, to help them with the role their respective social and/or government
institutions play in guiding people on individual and collective level through such an event or by
preparing them for the possibility of such an event. This is done by taking the communities external
linkages to multiple government institutions into account, including a reflection of community
members on the role these government institutions played.
Moreover, this research could be interesting for social workers in such sites. In the tourism branch,
hotels, tourism offices, and tourist organizations who deal with the tourists in the aftermath of such
an event, also look how to implement mitigation measures and limit damage in case of disasters
(Butler,2017) (Tsai &Chen, 2011). This research can be of added value to this branch, since most of
the interviewed community members are involved in the tourism sector.
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In the end, the group for who this research could be most beneficial, is the population who lives in
these fragile places. This is, since they are the ones who are struck by the disaster and hence could
benefit most from efforts or improvements that are made to limit the damage in future disasters.
The aim of this research is that it should improve people’s lives, by limiting damage, or helping after
the occurrence of a natural disaster. This is done, through the gain of knowledge on governance
issues, processes, and practices by the community and individuals in these places, which should
improve the preparation in these vulnerable communities and handling of new disasters.

1.3

Scientific relevance

This research is potentially relevant for the scientific community, in its contribution to ongoing
explorations of what resilience means on individual and community level and the space in between,
in tourist-oriented communities. How this research attempts to do this will be explained in this
paragraph.
Cutter, Burton and Emrich. (2010) looked at various indicators to asses all types of resilience on
community level. This research provides a broad framework that takes community and social
resilience into account, as well as other types, such as infrastructural. Therefore, Cutter, et al. (2010)
can be beneficial to this research, to see what indicators can be useful to assess. However, this
research aims to go more in-depth into the social and community aspects of resilience than Cutter
and colleagues’ (2010) research. Moreover, this research will look into a tourist-oriented site, while
Cutter, et al. (2010) looks into all counties of the state of South Carolina. Therefore, this research can
provide a more in-depth idea, on how a certain type of community, namely a tourist-oriented one,
functions in a post-disaster situation.
There are examples of research that is focused on the tourism sector in a post-disaster situation.
Butler’s (2017) research focuses on the resilience of the tourist sector and how it can limit the
damage for the guests and for the businesses, in order to recover as fast as possible from the
disaster. It’s important to take the tourist business side into account, since many people in the
researched community, if not all, rely on these tourist businesses. However, this research looks more
at businesses in general, rather than specifically focusing on business policies. The aim of this
research is to investigate the strategies people use to overcome their problems, which includes
business owners, but also the people that work in these businesses or government institutions.
Thereby, this research adds to Butler’s (2017), by providing a more community and individual lens
rather than emphasizing the economic, business lens.
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In Australia research has been done on the role social aspects of resilience play in small communities
after a flooding (Khalili, Harre & Morley, 2015). Their research is specifically oriented on social
aspects of resilience and provides a matrix in which indicators are given for how to measure this type
of resilience. This was of value for this research by taking some of these indicators, such as
leadership, sense of community and others into account. Khalili’, et al. (2015) research is carried out
in two small non-tourist-oriented communities, this research, however, focused on a tourist-oriented
community. Thereby, this research builds on Khalili’, et al. (2015) research, by enlarging the
understanding of how different kinds of communities function.
Norris, Stevens, Pfefferbaum, Wyche and Pfefferbaum (2008) provided a framework by which
community resilience can be assessed. However, in their research the assessment is not carried out.
This research is going to assess the social resilience of a community, partly inspired on this
framework, therefore contributing to the knowledge on resilience and contributing to Norris and
colleagues’ ( 00 ) framework, by partially testing it in the field. In addition to Norris, and colleagues’
(2008) framework, this research takes outside influences into account. The reasons for this can be
found in chapter 2.4.
Jepson & Colburn (2013) addressed the social vulnerability and resilience of fishing communities in
the United States, in a comparative analysis. While they compare different communities to each
other, this research looks at the differences within a particular community. Moreover, this research is
inclusive in its approach to defining a community, as it tries to explore the diffuse borders of the
community and its external linkages to other geographical locations.
This holistic approach of this research can give new insights in the ongoing debate on how communal
and individual resilience works. This is accomplished by focusing on the actions that individuals and
communities undertake to overcome their problems caused by the incident. It researches the
individual and community simultaneously, including the space where they overlap and where they do
not, thereby enlarging the understanding on meso-units (such as a company) and its importance in
respect to social resilience. Moreover, it can add to the work of Smith (2007) in the exploration of the
importance of transnational ties as a security mechanism in a time of crisis, and therefore
contributes to the knowledge on the importance of social capital in respect to resilience.
Due to these reasons, this research contributes to the exploration of social resilience in a different
way than is already researched.
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1.4 The setting
Located between the mainland of South-East Asia and Australia, Indonesia has long been a country
where natural disasters are omnipresent, with records of natural disasters dating from the 13th
century (Mercycorps, 2018). This is due to its location at three major fault lines: The Pacific fault, the
Indo-Australian fault and the Eurasian fault. Therefore, powerful seismic activity is present all over
the archipelago, resulting in activities such as: volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, tsunamis and others
(Kusumastuti et al, 2014). Every month, the country faces one major natural disaster
(Mercycorps,2018).

Figure 2: Main tectonic plates of Indonesia (Agimarc, N.D)

Due to these reasons, the country has a long history of dealing with natural disasters and therefore
makes for a good site to conduct this research. Besides the natural disaster factor, the country is also
a major tourist destination and one of the fastest growing tourist destinations in the world (Jakarta
Post, 2018). Major touristic sites include: Mt. Bromo, Bali, Yogyakarta and Lombok as a fast growing
tourist destination, with the Gili islands as one of the main tourist destinations (Morris, 2018).
Besides the small islands, mainland Lombok also is a growing tourist destination. Government policy
contributes to this, with the building of a Motogp-circuit, and the creation of a special-economiczone with the purpose to attract more tourists to the island (Mufti & Saputra, 2019). Many tourists
visit the country for its numerous tropical beaches, buzzling cities and unspoiled nature like the
tropical rainforest or its dramatic volcanos (Albiston et al., 2016).
Regarding the Indonesian people, the country is number wise the largest Muslim country in the
world, with a population of 203 million Muslims making up 87.2% of its entire population (Central
Intelligence Agency, 2019). This is also the case for Lombok and the Gili islands, where Muslims make
up the majority of the communities. Although, this group is not as coherent as one might believe,
with numerous fractions of Muslims of different cultural backgrounds. Moreover, people in Indonesia
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are influenced by various religions as well as animism (Indonesia Investments, N.D.). There are
definitely more elements regarding the setting that could be delved into, yet, these are the main
ones to consider when looking at the researched community of Gili Air.

1.5. Research objective and research questions
The objective of this research is to gain a better understanding on what actions people undertake,
when dealing with the external shock of a natural disaster. This research investigates a fragile
community and looks at social aspects, as well as some other facets, regarding the resilience of the
community and for the individuals that make up the community. The researched community’s
economy is tourist-oriented and recently experienced an external shock, in this case an earthquake.
Furthermore, the aim of this research is to analyze which factors contributed to the community’s and
individuals’ resilience, or what the causes were for its failure. The ambition of this research is to find
out what kind of problems the different actors that make up the community have and what actions
they undertook to overcome these problems. This is done by looking at different actors that make up
the tourist-oriented community and investigating how they deal with the consequences of the
external shock, and thus see if there are recovery disparities between these actors.
Another objective is to find out if there are regional, national, or even international linkages, that
influence the resilience of the investigated community. This is done because the community is not an
entity that can be seen apart from its geographical context in the region and its linkages to the
outside world.
This leads to the following main research question:
What actions and dimensions are present on individual and community level, regarding
social resilience, in the tourist-oriented community of Gili Air, in the aftermath of a natural
disaster?

In order to answer the main question, there are some sub-questions, which are the following:

1) Which actors make up the community in this touristic site and what specific problems do
they face?
2) How did these different actors respond during and after the natural disaster?
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3) What external channels did individuals and the community as a whole use to recover from
the natural disaster in this specific site and what strategies did they use to access these
channels?
4) How is the community functioning since the natural disaster is over? Has the community and
its values changed, and which problems do they face?
5) What mitigation measures have and have not been taken to limit the damage in case of a
new disaster?

Towards the next chapter
Now that the research questions are determined, this brings us to the discussed concepts on which
this research is based. In the next chapter, definitions regarding the risen concepts will be provided,
resulting in a conceptual framework. After that, this framework will be operationalized in the chapter
regarding the used methods followed by the context of this research.
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2. The concepts unpacked
In this chapter, the main concepts used in this research will be explained. This will be done by
providing a literature review regarding these concepts, eventually leading to the conceptual
framework that is used in this research.

2.1 Resilience
Resilience is a broad concept, that is widely used in a diverse range of fields, in which its meaning
variates (Pike, Dawley & Tomanay, 2010). When looking in a simple dictionary, powered by the
university of Oxford, the meaning of resilience is: ‘The capacity to recover quickly from difficulties;
toughness’ (Lexico, N.D). In geography, the concept of resilience is mostly used to illustrate how a
particular area in space is able to withstand and deal with an external shock, that is volatile and
uncertain (Pike et al., 2010). Others define resilience as: ‘’the ability of a social system to respond
and recover from disasters and includes those inherent conditions that allow the system to absorb
impacts and cope with an event, as well as post-event, adaptive processes that facilitate the ability of
the social system to re-organize, change, and learn in response to a threat’’ (Cutter, Barnes, Berry,
Burton, Evans, Tate & Webb, 2008, p. 599). However, it is important to notice that resilience is a
process that leads to adaptation and not an outcome (Norris, et al., 2008).

In resilience studies the researched scale of a social system can vary from a global level to an
individual level, while the external shock can come from diverse areas as well (Cutter et al., 2008).
Examples of these external volatile shocks are a financial crisis, dangerous climate change, or natural
disasters. As mentioned before, in this research the investigated external shock is the earthquake in
Lombok, in August 2018. The scale is a small geographical area, namely the island Gili Air.

When dealing with this external shock, the concept of resilience is defined by in what manner and
how long it takes the chosen object to return to the previous, or to an equilibrium state (Pike et al.,
2010). In this part, the concepts of vulnerability, adaptivity and mitigation come in the picture.
‘’Social vulnerability is the exposure of groups of people or individuals to stress as a result of the
impacts of environmental change’’, or in this case a natural disaster (Adger, 2000 p. 348). Because of
this, vulnerability relates to the concept of resilience directly. When individuals or communities are
more vulnerable, the impact of the event is larger, and hence they require a greater resilience
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capacity to overcome their problems. When experiencing an external shock, it depends on the
system (figure 2) whether it can deal with the new situation and is able to adapt to this situation. The
system can implement mitigation measures that intentionally increase, or potentially decrease its
resilience in case of a new disaster, as is showed in the following scheme (Cutter et al, 2008).

Figure 2: DROP model of disaster resilience by Cutter, et al. (2008)

These mitigation measures are usually implemented and assessed in a long-term timeframe. This is,
because in the first period after the impact emergency actions are taken. If after a certain period
these measures are evaluated and possibly improved, this can increase the preparedness of the area.

Since the earthquake in Lombok took place 7 months prior to this research on site, long-term
concepts such as adaptivity and mitigation measures will be looked at but will not be the main focus
in this research. It is too early for the assessment of these measures, that is, to see if these had
effect. At the same time, it is useful to investigate if measures are taken or not, in order to see if
people are trying to improve the resilience capacity of the researched community. Furthermore, this
research will focus on how these measures came into being, and how people adapted to the
situation. To investigate if these measures have had a sustained impact, long-term research is
required.

As shown in this paragraph, the concept of resilience is very broad and could comprehend numerous
studied objects and scales. Despite this broadness, the overall concept of resilience is still useful as
an umbrella concept that can be specified. The value of this is that it functions as a concept that can
be used and understood by people from different fields and as a metaphor (Norris, et al. 2008).
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2.2 From resilience towards social and community resilience
In the previous paragraph, the broad, overall concept of resilience is explained. However, what
resilience can entail is yet to be explained. In academic literature, there are many different types of
resilience, with each of them looking at resilience through a different lens. These lenses can have a
physical, ecological, social, city, community or an individual character (Norris, et al. 2008).

Within community resilience, one of the key elements of this research, Cutter, et al. (2008), provide
six dimensions, namely: ecological, social, economic, institutional, infrastructure and community
competence. All of these dimensions can be assessed via several variables, to indicate the resilience
of a community. As Norris et al. (2008) mention, community resilience has many of the other
dimensions in it. This is because the community refers to the scale of analysis, where the resilience of
a clearly defined geographical bounded entity is addressed and can include all aspects of resilience
(Norris et al., 2008).

Moving from community to social resilience, there are two definitions regarding social resilience
from Adger (2000) and Bruneau (2003). According to Adger (2000, pp.361), social resilience is defined
as ‘ the ability of communities to withstand external shocks to their social infrastructure.’ The
definition Bruneau (2003) uses is comparable, yet slightly different. According to Bruneau (2003),
social resilience is: ‘the ability of social units (e.g., organizations, communities) to mitigate hazards,
contain the effects of disasters when they occur, and carry out recovery activities in ways that
minimize social disruption and mitigate the effects of future earthquakes.’ (Bruneau,2003 pp.735).
When looking at these definitions, the definition of Bruneau (2003) seems more specific when it
comes to activities that social units can undertake, than Adger’s (2000), which seems like a more
general definition. This is due to the fact that Bruneau (2003) specifically names several social units,
including the community, which is one of the analyzed units in this research. Moreover, it regards
recovery activities, and that research on social resilience should take mitigation measures or ex-ante
measures into account. When looking at these activities, social resilience regards the institutional
and cultural resources that a group or individuals mobilize to sustain their well-being (Hall & Lamont,
2013).

Due to the community aspect of this research, there are some useful definitions to take notice of
when looking at resilience from this perspective. These definitions can be found by looking at the
definitions of Coles (2004) and Pfeifferbaum (2005). According to Coles (2004), as cited in Norris et al.
(2008, pp.129), community resilience is: ‘A community’s capacities, skills, and knowledge that allow it
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to participate fully in recovery from disasters.’ Pfeifferbaum’s (2005) definition as cited in Norris
(2008, pp.129) is as follows: “The ability of community members to take meaningful, deliberate,
collective action to remedy the impact of a problem, including the ability to interpret the
environment, intervene, and move on.”

The aspects that all these definitions have in common is that they all discuss the recovery of a society
and its processes after a certain incident. Therefore, resilience is about a process that links adaptive
capacities to cope with a disturbance (Norris, et al. 2008). This research considers social and
community aspects of these capacities.
What becomes visible discussing community and social resilience is that community resilience in
some way can be viewed as a product of social resilience. How the community functions after a
(natural) disaster determines whether the social capacity (social resilience) of the individuals was
strong enough to sustain the shock. However, community resilience can comprehend more than
social aspects of the community (members) alone. Community resilience could also regard the
infrastructure in a community, or the ecological impact of the disaster within the community (Cutter
et al., 2008). In this research, the focus lies on the social aspects of community resilience and
individual resilience, therefore using both concepts. The concept of social resilience is used, and the
individuals and the community as a whole are taken as a research unit.

But what exactly is a community? As Norris, et al. (2008, p.128) describe it as ‘an entity that has
geographic boundaries and a shared fate.’ This definition seems to fit the researched island well. Gili
Air is a small island with a size of about 5 square kilometers. Thereby, having a clear geographic
boundary and shared fate. Yet, Berkes & Ross (2013) argue that a community does not necessarily
have to be on the same geographical location, but can be diffuse, and its boundaries porous.
Communities and individuals within the community, connect to other places and economies through
various linkages, which can have i.e. a business, social or cultural nature. An example of this linkage is
a person who works in a certain community, but lives or has (direct) family in another area. This is
why it is interesting for a research to opt for this approach, as it is not a much-researched unit
(Berkes & Ross, 2013).

Butler (2017) also mentions different scales, but adds that a community is built up from smaller
subsystems. When talking about a tourist-oriented community, the examples of smaller subsystems
can be a tourist attraction subsystem, a tourist market subsystem, the tourist governance subsystem,
and more (Butler, 2017). Butler’s (2017) article puts the emphasis on the resilience of tourist
systems, while this research is more focused on different actors within the community. These actors
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are for example the workforce, business owners, expats, and others, which are provided in
paragraph 3.2.

2.3 Social resilience at individual level, community level and the space in between
So far, the concept of resilience is explained through a ‘large’ unit of analysis, such as a community.
However, individuals also have a resilience capacity. Butler (2007), as cited in Norris, et al. (2008,
p.129), identifies resilience of individuals as: ‘’Good adaptation under extenuating circumstances; a
recovery trajectory that returns to baseline functioning following a challenge’’. The difference
between community and individual resilience is basically the level of analysis. Whereas, community
resilience considers to what extent a community is resilient, individual resilience looks at the
individual. Taking the individual as level of analysis has the advantage that when assessing individuals
from different social groups recovery disparities between these individuals become apparent.
To illustrate this, social linkages individuals have and use can be used as an example. Through these
channels potential aid can reach certain individuals. Others may not have or use these linkages,
therefore leading to recovery disparities between community members. Simultaneously, these same
channels can also be used to the benefit of the entire community, by arranging aid for the whole
community. Examples in which resilience clearly is about community aspects are when phenomena
such as social support, community inclusion and sense of belonging are discussed (Berkes & Ross,
2013). However, there is ‘space’ in between the individual and the community in which resilience can
be organized. In different studies, the family level or the household is named as a level of analysis
that is also important to take cognition of (Paterson, 2002). Butler (2017) also names companies as a
relevant social unit in regard to resilience, making it a potential level of analysis in between the
individual and community. As Butler ( 0

) gives the example of the ‘Hotel resilient’ initiative, that

argues that hotels are small islands of resilience and have resources such as food and drinks (direct
help) and the ability to offer a swift return to a normal situation by providing economic activity.
In the context of aid after a disaster, it is interesting to investigate in what manner and through what
channels aid is given and received within the community. How does aid come individually and on
community level, and when does it reach the space in between through social units such as family or
a company?
In the end, ‘’Resilience at the level of the individual, the household, and the community is all
interrelated, even though resilience building mechanisms of each, and the actual set of principles
applying to each, may be different’’ (Berkes & Ross, 00 p.
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2.4 Influences from outside of the community
Besides the internal dynamics in a community, we cannot ignore the interactions the community has
with the outside world. Most of the attention goes to processes and actions within the unit of
analysis. However, a community is always related to the larger context it situates itself in.
‘’Communities of place interweave in complex ways with regions, nations, and the globe’’ (Berkes &
Ross, 2013 p.15). This means, that in the context of social resilience, external linkages need to be
considered, since the communities’ ability to be resilient is influenced by outside forces. Especially in
a time of stress, such as a when a community is struck by a natural disaster, this outside influence
can be essential as Kullig et al. ( 0 0) as cited in Berkes & Ross ( 0

p.

) argue: ‘’The roles of

infrastructure and support services are particularly important from a disaster recovery respective, as
the loss of infrastructure and the services relying on it inhibits use of the other strengths.’’

2.4.1 The government
The government is perhaps the most obvious actor that can influence a communities’ or individual’s
resilience capacity (Bully, 2013). This is, because the government is often responsible for the
infrastructure within and towards a community (Berkes & Ross, 2013). Moreover, the services that a
government can provide, such as relief aid or financial compensation can be crucial for individual’s
resilience capacity.
One of the levels of the government is the local government. The local government can affect the
communities’ wellbeing in general (Cutter et al., 2008). This is since it can mediate between the
government policies and the needs of the community through its directive and implementation
capacity. Moreover, ‘’local governments and governance networks have a critical role in suggesting
solutions for community living’’ (Sirgy, Philips & Rahtz, 2011 pp. 69). This means that especially in a
time of stress, when people are looking for solutions for their problems, the local government has a
crucial role to play in helping to offer solutions. This role comes forward in preparing a community
for a possible natural hazard, and how to cope with that during and after the event (Paton, 2003).
Although, Paton (2003) argues that informing the population is not enough, Paton also states that
repeating the information and motivating the community can help improve the preparedness of the
community. Moreover, the (local) government has a role to play in rebuilding the community after
the event is over, by for example channelling the funds the national government has made available.
Moreover, they have a function in channelling information to the local residents (Paton, 2003).
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All these responsibilities do not solely lie on the shoulders of the local government. Different
government departments have their role to play in general, but especially in a time of stress.
Therefore, the choices these respective departments make, influence the resilience of the
community and its members. Examples of these departments are: Housing, Tourism, and Disaster
management. It is the local government, however, that is closest to the community, since it is rooted
in it. Therefore, the local government can be the link in the chain that connects these departments
with the community.

2.4.2 Institutions, businesses, tourists
The government is not the only actor that has the ability to influence the social resilience of people.
Relief organizations and NGO’s can play their part, as well as individuals or groups who can support
people in the community (Sapirstein, 2012).
Evaluating the consequences of hurricane Katrina, Sandy and other natural disasters in the U.S., it is
concluded that NGO’s have an important role to play in response and recovery activities, such as
mitigation of vulnerabilities in affected or vulnerable communities (Chandra, Williams, Plough,
Stayton, Wells, Horta & Tang, 2013). Other organisations that can play a part are for example
religious institutions.
Everyone that is in anyway connected can influence one’s resilience capacity. This is because
financial or other resources play a part in people’s resilience capacity (Norris, 2008). By donating
money or goods via initiatives set up for the community or individuals, the financial capacity and
hence the resilience capacity can be increased.
Especially in a tourist-oriented site as the Gili islands, the linkages with people outside the
community can expect to be plentiful in comparison to a non-tourist-oriented community. As Butler
(2017) mentions, tourists are of importance in rebooting economic activities in an affected area, by
visiting the places. These people can also be tourists that where present during the event, people
that where there before or after the event or people that feel related to the site in any other form,
by sending money, goods or knowledge to the affected area. Even people who did not visit the site
directly can be actors in the recovery process. These can for example be friends or relatives from
residents of the community, linking up to Smith’s (2007) notion of the importance of transnational
linkages in a time of stress.
These transnational linkages are also a possible root for resilience capacity disparities, in which
people with more linkages to the ‘outer world’, potentially have more resources to their disposal,
therefore creating differences in resilience between people.
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2.5 Indicators for social and community resilience
In the previous paragraphs, the meaning behind the concepts of resilience is addressed. How to
assess this concept of resilience is yet to be explained. This will be explained through several
indicators, of which the importance is illustrated and later specified.

Economic development
Economic development is important for the resilience of a community because every community is
subject to larger sociocultural and economic forces (Norris et al., 00 ). The level of one’s income
can prove vital for one’s ability to deal with the consequences of a disaster as: ‘’Past disaster
research has shown that participants of lower socio-economic status(SES) often experience more
adverse psychological consequences than do participants of higher SES’’ (Norris et al., 2008 p. 137).
However, people from higher SES can have more livelihoods in the struck area, therefore a disaster
can hit them relatively hard with a loss of properties or livelihoods of a higher value than people from
lower SES. What this shows it that differences within the community can occur through the indicator
of economic development, since community members have different financial resources. This means
that it can be of value to investigate how different people, with a different socio-economic status,
are dealing with the consequences of the earthquake. Therefore, this indicator is more relatable to
individual resilience rather than the whole community.

Another indicator that plays a role in the resilience capacity of people is resource equity (Norris et al.,
2008). When people have less resources or the quality of the resources is poorer, their vulnerability
increases and hence their resilience can decrease (Norris et al., 2008). An example to illustrate this, is
when buildings are constructed poorly, they are more likely to be damaged in case of a disaster. This
indicator can also prove to be a factor in resilience disparities between social classes.
The last economic aspect, that is more community related, is the diversity of economic resources of a
community (Norris et al., 2008). As Cutter (2006) proved, when a community heavily relies on a
single economic resource, in Cutter’s case the shrimping industry, this decreases the communities’
resilience if this resource is affected by the disaster.

Social capital
Building on Bourdieu’s (

) notions of capital, social capital is one of the key elements in an

individual’s or community’s resilience capacity (Norris et al., 2008). Social capital is the sum of the
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actual or potential resources of a person’s relationships, in other words, the membership in a group
(Bourdieu, 1986).
One of the elements in social capital is linkages with other people. These linkages can be within or
without the community. The argument here is, that when people have more connections to other
people, they are more likely to receive support from these connections. As: ‘’the distribution of
support follows the ‘‘rule of relative advantage’’ because one’s embeddedness in the community,
political connections, and social class determine the availability and accessibility of resources’’ (Norris
et al., 2008 p.137). This indicator can be assessed on all levels depending on the level on which these
linkages are used. A concept that can be related to this ‘connection to others’ is Amartya Sen’s
entitlement approach. “A person’s “entitlement set” is the full range of goods and services that he or
she can acquire by converting his or her “endowments” (assets and resources, including labour
power) through “exchange entitlement mappings” (Devereux, p.246, 2001). These entitlements can
be derived from someone’s position within a community, through its connections to others within
the community or via external linkages. These entitlements can be used in a time of stress, when
commodities are scarce. In theory this can lead to disparities in access to these commodities
between people who have these entitlements and people who do not, potentially leading to
starvation for those who do not have these entitlements (Devereux, 2001).
The previous indicator brings up the next indicator. When a community member is more embedded
in a community, he or she is more likely to receive support from the community. Therefore,
embeddedness is an indicator for individual resilience (Norris et al., 2008). This indicator on
community level can be described as sense of community. Sense of community: ‘’is an attitude of
bonding (trust and belonging) with other members of one’s group or locale’’ (Perkins et al., 2002, p.
37) as cited in (Norris, 2008). In times of stress, the sense of community might crumble or be
increased due to a shared fate and interdependence (Norris et al., 2008).
The last indicator is somewhat similar to the previous two, yet different in its essence. Sense of
belonging is the connection individuals feel to a certain site or place (Norris et al., 2008). This is
relatable to sense of community, though it does not refer to specific people but more to the site
itself. When people feel a connection to a place, they are more likely to try and revitalize the place,
by for example investments. These investments can potentially influence the community through an
increased living standard e.g. by providing better facilities or ecology. Therefore, this relates to
community resilience.
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Community competence
How a community functions is one of the key elements for its resilience capacity (Norris et al., 2008).
Community competence is about what a community and its individuals are able to undertake during
a time of stress. It regards the: ‘’collective action and decision-making, capacities that may stem from
collective efficacy and empowerment’’ (Norris et al., 2008 p. 141).
One of the indicators for a competent community is community action and decision-making. When a
disaster happens, a community can undertake action to improve its situation. This element is
important for its resilience, since it shows a level of human agency on community level (Norris et al.,
2008). There are two phases in community action. In the first phase, people actively try to improve
their situation by trying to recover from the disaster. In the second phase, the community
implements mitigation measures to increase their resilience in case of a new disaster (Norris et al.,
2008). When a community is in a time of stress, it can be effective in building consensus and
mobilizing political action and legislation, but other times, action is impeded by mistrust, conflict, or
‘dissensus’ (Norris et al., 2008). Due to these reasons, community action and decision-making is of
importance when assessing a communities’ resilience capacity. Moreover, there are ex-ante
measures a community can take, meaning before the incident happens. For example, by
acknowledging their vulnerability and taking mitigation measures before the incident. People can for
example diversify their income to become less vulnerable (Smith, 2007).
The flexibility and creativity of a community is another indicator for community competence (Norris
et al., 2008). When a community shows elements of creativity and flexibility, it is regarded as a more
resilient community (Normandin & Therrien, 2016). This is, according to Norris et al. (2008) due to
uncertainty that is always a factor in a post-disaster situation. Therefore, dealing with the
consequences of the disaster demands a certain amount of flexibility and creativity in disaster
management. This includes organizing ex-ante and ex-post community recourses at local level, yet,
external actors also have a role to play.
Leadership is the final indicator that will be assessed. Ben-Lavy (2003) as cited in Norris et al. (2008)
argues that community resilience requires authentic, grass-roots leadership. This is important since
good leadership can implement the required policies to deal with the consequences of the disaster
and implement policies to increase a communities’ resilience in case of a new disaster (Cutter, 2013).
This leadership is not exclusive to the government level. Community members also have the ability to
show leadership. This can be when the government fails to show leadership, or within their own
small social unit, such as a family or company.
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2.6 Conceptual framework
This chapter ultimately led to a conceptual framework to assess resilience of the community or
individual, especially the previous paragraph 2.5. However, this community is always part of a larger
process that influences the community and the people, particularly during a time of crisis. Therefore,
figure 3 shows this larger process. The community resilience is later specified in figure 4.

Figure 3: External factors influencing community resilience

When the external shock takes place, certain elements are affected directly, while others are
affected in a longer term. This direct effect can be through influencing aspects such as sense of
community or leadership. The external shock can indirectly influence the community resilience in
two ways. The first way is by influencing the income sources or livelihoods of the community, which
in turn influence the community resilience. The second way is via the media, although this is in some
cases more relevant than in others. The media is a force to reckon with, since, in the researched
community, the main source of income is tourism. The media’s coverage of a certain shock, can
create a certain frame regarding the incident, affecting the communities’ recovery (Miles & Morse,
2007). In this case it means that the media can influence tourists’ decisions whether to visit the
location, thereby affecting the sources of income and hence the communities’ resilience. Moreover,
a resilient community can also (try to) influence the media, by for example the usage of social media,
thereby indirectly influencing their own resilience capacity (Houston et al., 2015). Because of these
reasons, the media is a force to reckon with, especially for communities that are strongly reliant on
tourism.
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Figure 4: Conceptual framework community resilience

The three major factors of resilience are economic resources, community competence and social
capital. These are, with their indicators, the assessed forces in this research. Even though there are
more aspects that can be investigated, going through the literature, abovementioned aspects seem
most relevant when assessing individual or community aspects of social resilience. In addition to this,
there are actors outside of the community that can influence the resilience of the community or its
members. The first actor is the government. The other external influences can for example be relief
organizations, religious organizations, individuals who helped or other actors.

The level of analysis can regard both the individual and the community, or levels in between, such as
a company. This fluidity of the concept is due to the dependence on how the efforts are used. When,
for example, connections to others are used, it depends on which level these connections are used.
Individual connections can be used for the benefit of the individual, community or somewhere in
between, such as a religious group. Indicators are not restricted to a certain level of analysis. Even
within the aspect of community competence, in which one indicator is labelled as ‘community
action/decision-making’, this indicator can be changed into individual action, where individuals also
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show elements of undertaking ‘action’ or decision-making, thereby illustrating the fluidity of the
concept.

Towards the next chapter

In this chapter the main concepts are explained on which this thesis is based, in which most
prominently the concept of social/communal resilience is discussed. Based on the indicators within
the main themes of economy, social capital and community competence, and the communities’
external linkages, which are derived from scientific literature, the conceptual framework was
created. In the next chapter, the methods, approach, and techniques used to collect data to answer
the research questions, based on the conceptual framework are discussed.
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Photo 1: The beach in Gili Air, with the sea swing popular amongst tourists
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3. Methodology
This chapter involves how the questions of the research in combination with the concept of the
previous chapter translates to methods that are used to gather the required information. In this
chapter, the used methodology will be explained and why this methodology is chosen. It will also
explain in what manner this research was carried out and what choices were made during the
research. Lastly, it will explain how the gathered data is analyzed.

3.1 The approach
This research is carried out as a qualitative single-sited ethnographic case study. There are multiple
reasons why this research angle was chosen. First of all, the ethnographic methodical angle entails,
as Falzon (2016 pp.1) argues:

it entails the situational combination of field techniques note taking audio-visual recording,
interviews, examinations of indigenous literature, observation, and such) rooted in the ideal of
participant observation to live to some e tent as the natives themselves do itself based on
relations of trust and a belief that data are produced in and of thick interaction bet een
researcher/s and researched. Ethnographers typically think of data as a gift from their informants,
ith all the implications of reciprocit that gift e change implies

In respect to coping with a post-disaster situation, it was of importance for this research to build a
relation with the people of the researched area. Especially, considering the fact that these people
have suffered from a potentially traumatizing event. Therefore, it was important to build a
relationship with the people that make up the community. The chosen methodical angle required me
to do this. Moreover, it allows for different ways to gather data, in order to get triangulation.
The qualitative approach
A qualitative approach seemed most suitable, since it allowed for the researcher to ask the
interviewees follow-up questions and dig deeper than a quantitative approach would. Especially,
considering that the raised topics could be sensitive, a qualitative approach should gain more, better
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and more comprehensive insights than a quantitative approach. Moreover, since the main question
is about what strategies communities and individuals use to overcome their problems, a qualitative
approach only seems logical, since these strategies are difficult, if not impossible to quantify. If this
research were to look at only some of the aspects this research addresses, such as the financial
aspect, a quantitative approach could be suitable, and give different insights than this qualitative
approach. However, since this research attempts to give a holistic view of how individuals and a
community deal with the consequences of a natural disaster, a qualitative approach gives the best
insights to answer the raised questions.
The case study
The angle of a case study was chosen because this is a good method to conduct research, if the unit
that is investigated requires a context (Baxter & Jack, 2008). In this research, a context was required
since the unit that is investigated is a specific kind of unit, namely a tourist-oriented community, that
was recently struck by a natural disaster. Moreover, since this research is dealing with everyday life,
ethnic ties and investigating how people deal with a crisis, it requires a context that can be
researched. Therefore, a case study is the most appropriate option.

The single-sited case study
The reason why this research focuses on a single site, is that it aims to deeply investigate processes in
a specific kind of community. Therefore, a single-sited approach, where the site had specific features
needed for this research, is the most logical approach. A multi-sited approach, where a comparison
between two or more communities is drawn, could have shown similarities and differences between
the communities, and would make for a valuable research. Yet, since in this research the focus lies on
strategies from individuals, which are diverse actors within a community and the limited time
available for this research, the focus on one single island and its community made more sense than
focusing on multiple communities. This is due to the fact that it allows for the researcher to deeply
investigate a certain community, rather than hastily investigate multiple.
Although, the initial intention was to focus on all three islands, derived from the idea that these
islands would form one large community. In conversations with participants and others, it soon
became clear that these islands have separate communities that are loosely connected. Moreover,
some participants, who dealt with all three communities, argued the communities had similar
approaches to deal with their similar problems. This became clear in the interviews, for example with
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the head of all three islands and with the tourist district department (interview Francis, Terry). Due
to these reasons, a single-sited approach is the most appropriate option for this research.
However, even though this research is carried out as a single-sited research, it was necessary to go to
some other sites to gather information regarding the community on Gili Air. Examples of this are
various government institutions located in Lombok that were interviewed to gather information
regarding the community on Gili Air. Therefore, one could argue that this research is a multi-sited
research. Yet, due to the focus on the community of Gili Air, this research is in essence a single-sited
research.

3.2 Methods of collecting the data
Observations
For the outsider, participant observations are seemingly the easiest method that is used in this
research, yet, in practice, this method proved to be the hardest. This method is a foundation of
ethnographic studies. It is complex and an important method to gain an understanding on the
phenomena that are studied (Clifford et al., 2016). Participant observations allows for the observer
to become an insider of the community as far as possible, rather than staying an outsider, as well as
to become familiar with a different environment (Clifford et al., 2016). In this research it helped to
get a deeper understanding of the community and to explore the different actors that make up the
community, and to see how they relate to one another. Moreover, it can help to get a deeper
understanding on the different problems a community faces, by seeing some of the struggle with
your own eyes, and how people cope with the problems the disaster caused. One of the ways this
was carried out in the research, was by travelling to a village in Lombok where the houses of the
working staff in Gili Air were destroyed. Hearing about a destroyed house is difficult, but seeing it
with your own eyes, made the urgency of the problems of these people much clearer than in a
conversation. Although, it is important to keep a certain distance from the interviewees, it is only
natural to become a little bit attached to the participants.
However, being there temporarily, residing in a relatively luxurious accommodation and in relative
wealth, are factors that prevent you of becoming an insider. Even though, it is argued before that
meeting with these people and hearing these stories allows for a relationship to be built, the ties to
the participants are still relatively weak. To actually be viewed as a member of the community and to
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be considered more like an insider, more time and more actions are required, such as finding a longterm residence, and proved to be much more difficult than expected.
At first sight, observations seem easy, since this is a skill one uses in daily life. Yet, to look at the right
things, and to integrate in a different community that has a different culture is much more difficult.

Semi-structured interviews and focus groups
The reason why this research opts for semi-structured interviews over structured or unstructured
interviews is that a semi-structured interview allows for the participants to explore issues they find
important and provides the opportunity to give answers that go deeper than a short answer and is
still structured in a way that it should be on topic (Clifford et al., 2016).
Semi-structured interviews are therefore the most suitable for this research. In the context of this
research, the interviewees will have to talk about sensitive matters that have to do with how they
dealt with the problems the earthquakes caused or magnified. A structured way of interviewing
would restrict the researcher to delve deeper into the topics raised by the interviewees. On the other
hand, an open way of interviewing has the risk of interviewees not being on topic, and not answering
the question properly on the important topics for this research.
In this research, several interview guides were made for different interviewed actors. The different
guides are for the ‘regular people’, government officials like the Government tourism office, natural
disaster agency, the head of the island(s) and the planning agency. The ‘regular’ people are for
example business owners (foreign and local), workers with different backgrounds and others. An
overview of the participants will be given on page 39. In appendix I the guides can be found. It is
important to note that these are merely guides, and the conversations went in different directions
based on the topics raised by the participants, thereby, building on the notion of semi-structured
interviews.
The reason why focus groups could be of added value to semi-structured interviews, besides source
triangulation, is that it allows for the participants to interact with each other. This lets the
participants explore the topic from different angles and activate knowledge or criticize each other,
creating a deeper understanding of the processes (Clifford et al., 2016). Moreover, from a practical
point of view, it helps to gather information from a number of people in a relatively short period of
time (Clifford et al., 2016). However, to get a good view of community processes and to observe and
participate in the community, without a large awareness of the purpose of my visit, it was necessary
to keep the research low-key. Moreover, since the objective of this research is to gain understanding
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on the positions of individual actors, the method of a focus group would not be suitable. Due to
these reasons, the focus groups were not conducted, although they were initially planned.

3.3 Methods per sub-question
Going back to paragraph 1.5, five sub-questions were formulated to help answer the main question.
These questions are shown below. Regarding the used methods per sub-question, table 1 shows the
various ways in which data was collected to answer these questions. In the table a distinction was
made between the importance of the method in question. One X means that this method was used
for answering the question, two XX means that this method was more important, and the research
relied more heavily on it. As becomes visible in the table, the backbone method of this research
were interviews.
1) Which actors make up the community in this touristic site and what specific problems do
they face?
2) How did these different actors respond during and after the natural disaster?
3) What external channels did individuals and the community as a whole use, to recover
from the natural disaster in this specific site and what strategies did they use to access
these channels?
4) How is the community functioning since the natural disaster is over? Has the community
and its values changed, and which problems do they face?
5) What mitigation measures have and have not been taken to limit the damage in case of a
new disaster?
Sub-question

Interviews

Observations

Question 1

XX

XX

Question 2

XX

X

Question 3

XX

X

Question 4

XX

X

X

Question 5

XX

X

XX

Table 1: Method(s) per sub-question
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News articles,
media

Government
statistics/information
X

3.4 Collecting the data
In this paragraph, practicalities and choices in how the data was gathered are explained, as well as
some practical problems with respect to doing research in a different country.

Selection/population sampling
The aim of this research was to interview a variety of people from different backgrounds, with a
different set of skills, who hold a different function or relation to the island, to learn what problems
they face and how they are dealing with those problems.
The different backgrounds regard the hierarchy in the tourist industry like business owner versus
staff, local versus expat, or people that do not have (a strong) relation to the tourist industry on the
island. Moreover, a mixture of these characteristics was sought, by interviewing staff working for
expats and staff working for locals, who spoke or did not speak English, or people who live in
Lombok, but work on the islands. Furthermore, a person who lost his/her job and home after the
earthquake was interviewed to investigate the specific problems the person in question faced.
In addition to this, two groups, who are not in the community, but who did influence the way the
islanders dealt with the consequences of the earthquake where interviewed. The first group are
government officials, from various government departments. Examples of this are the regional
tourism department, planning department and natural disaster agency. The other group are
individuals who are linked to the community, for example tourists.
Regarding the way the participants were found, the used strategies were convenience sampling, the
snowball effect and purposive sampling, and sometimes a combination of these factors. Convenience
sampling can be used when a specific site attracts a certain type of person needed for the research
(Kolb, 2008). This strategy was used in case of the interviewed tourists, or sometimes in combination
with the purposive strategy, which is a strategy used when a person with specific characteristics is
needed, like a person not working in the tourist industry, but the exact person remains random.
The snowball strategy was used when an already interviewed person knew a person with the
characteristics needed for the research (Kolb, 00 ). This ‘snowball’ can keep on rolling and collect
more participants as it keeps on spinning. In this research this strategy is used quite often. It was
used when some interviewed business owners knew other people, like other business owners, staff
who were heavily affected, or the head of the island(s) and got the researcher in contact with them
for a possible interview.
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Lastly, the purposive sampling strategy was used. This strategy was used quite often, in cases when
government officials were needed, such as a representative from the natural disaster agency. This
strategy was also applied when specific persons were needed, like female respondents or a staff
worker who did not speak English.
With respect to getting a diverse group of respondents, a mixture of foreigners and locals,
male/female and old/young was sought. Finding the right participants was not always as easy, as one
would think. Usually, when approaching a group of people, the man is the one who speaks to you,
therefore it was sometimes difficult to find women to participate.
In the end, this resulted in the following set of people who were interviewed. In table 2 the peoples’
background is indicated by local in green, and foreign in blue. Underneath the person a m (male) or f
(female) is shown to indicate the gender.

Entrepreneur
(hostel owner)
(M)
Entrepreneur
(villa and resto owner)
(M)

Entrepreneur
(dive shop owner)
(M)
Expat
(Local NGO worker)
(F)

School teacher
(not working in tourism)
(F)
Tourist that was there
after the earthquake
(F)

Entrepreneur
(small homestay owner)
(M)

Indonesian scientist
from Jakarta
(M)

Staff member (English
speaking, place closed
recently, from Lombok)
(M)

Staff member (Not
English speaking,
working for local, from
Lombok
(M)

Facilitator (gov.
Employee who has to
assess the buildings
(M)
Staff member (English
speaking, working for
foreign business, from
Lombok
(M)

Head of the three
islands
(M)
Official of the provincial
planning agency in
Mataram
(F)
Official off the natural
disaster agency
provincial level
(F)
Official off the tourism
office/marketing of the
islands
(M)

Table 2: The participants

The duration of the interviews was diverse, as it depended on the person and their willingness to
speak. The shortest interviews lasted for about 10 minutes and the longest for about 50 minutes. The
average duration of an interview was around half an hour.
Coping with the Indonesian language
Depending on the language that the participants spoke, interviews could be carried out with the use
of an interpreter. Since the research took place in a touristic site, many of the people spoke English
sufficiently. In the cases in which the interviewees’ English was determined sufficient, the interview
was carried out without interpreters, with occasionally the help of translating tools, to accurately
translate certain terms. Sometimes the respondents English was on the verge of being well enough
to understand the question, however the usage of interpreters would not have necessarily made the
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interview better. This is due to the fact that when using interpreters, the meaning of what the person
says can change in translation or is not or a less detailed representation of what they said (Clifford et
al., 2016). Therefore, the usage of interpreters was limited to when it was necessary. This was also
due to the costs that the usage of an interpreter brings and the limited funds available.
In the case in which an interpreter was used, the respondents spoke Bahasa Indonesian. The helping
interpreter, Hendra (31) was a local bike repairman, who finished a degree in English at the
University of Mataram, Lombok. Before starting his own business, he worked as a manager in various
hotels. Before the interview(s), conversations took place to explain the purpose of the interview, and
the role the translator has to fulfill during the interview, as Clifford et al. (2016) argues.
It is important to be aware of incorrect translations, due to misinterpretation, different meanings in
the translation process and other flaws in the interviews. Therefore, trying to ensure the accuracy of
the translation, the interviews were recorded to have the opportunity to first of all get a transcript of
the interviews, but also see if the translations of the used interpreter were accurate.

3.5 Truth value, consistency and neutrality
In quantitative research the terms validity and reliability play a central part in respect of value given
to a research (Golofshani, 2003). The reliability of a research regards the reproductive capacity of a
research, in other words, that when a similar research is done, it generates similar results
(Golofshani, 2013).
Whereas, the validity of a research refers to the correctness of the collected data. Does the method
truly extract the required data? (Golofshani, 2013)
In qualitative research, the terms of validity and reliability are less applicable. Golfshani (pp. 601,
2003) even goes further by stating that: ‘’the concept of reliability is even misleading in qualitative
research, if a qualitative study is discussed with reliability as a criterion, the consequence is rather
that the study is no good”. This is since in qualitative research, the researcher is involved in the
research, and therefore, a different researcher in a different time period, would provide different
results (Golfshani, 2003).
However, this does not mean that the underlying idea behind the concepts of reliability and validity
are unimportant. The idea of the terms reliability and validity is that the results can be analyzed, and
a judgement can be made regarding the quality of a research (Golfshani, 2003).
To apply this underlying idea to a qualitative research, Noble & Smith (2015) formulated three terms
to transfer the terms of validity and reliability to a qualitative research.
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The term validity could be connected to the notion of truth value (Noble & Smith, 2015) (Golfshani,
2003). Truth value refers to the researcher, who: ‘’Recognizes that multiple realities exist; the
researchers’ outline personal experiences and viewpoints that may have resulted in methodological
bias; clearly and accurately presents participants’ perspectives’’ (Noble & Smith pp.

, 0

).

With respect to this research, the analysis of the data is carried out via certain cases, in which
multiple perspectives are shown, to illustrate the multiple realities people have in respect of the
natural disaster. Moreover, in several parts of this thesis, an image is given on the perspective the
researcher had. This includes passages of the diary in appendix III to show the day-to-day experience
on the island, and paragraph 4.5, where a day of research is described.
To transfer the concept of reliability to a qualitative research Noble & Smith (2015) identified two
concepts, namely: consistency and neutrality. Consistency: ‘’Relates to the ‘trustworthiness’ by which
the methods have been undertaken and is dependent on the researcher maintaining a ‘decisiontrail’; that is, the researcher’s decisions are clear and transparent. Ultimately an independent
researcher should be able to arrive at similar or comparable findings’’ (Noble & Smith, pp.

, 0

).

Whereas, neutrality centers on acknowledging the complexity of prolonged engagement with
participants and that the methods and findings are intrinsically linked to the researchers’
philosophical position, experiences, and perspectives. These should be accounted for and
differentiated from participants’ accounts (Noble & Smith, pp. 34, 2015)
Regarding the concept of consistency, the way participants were chosen, is indicated in the previous
paragraph. The way the data is analyzed in the next one. The last concept, neutrality, is ought to be
addressed, by the way participants are able to reflect upon their answers, by providing a transcript of
the interview, if requested. Moreover, this is addressed by keeping in touch with the participants,
during at least the period the researcher was on the site.

3.6 Analyzing the data
Due to the way the data is gathered, with the usage of qualitative methods, analyzing the data by
coding the interviews with the use of a program as Atlas.ti is useful. The material will first be coded in
a descriptive manner. Next, linkages will be made, and the coding becomes more analytical (Clifford
et al., 2016). However, due to the loss of the codes several times with the program Atlas.ti, because
of issues with the program that ICT could not solve, this coding is not added in the appendix.
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After this first coding stage, themes were made to sort the different findings. This is done by the
usage of a thematic analysis, in which the discussed topics are handled via certain themes. One of the
advantages of analyzing the data via this way is that: ‘’the patterns of meaning that Thematic analysis
allows the researcher to identify need to be important in relation to the particular topic and research
question being explored’’ (Braun & Clark pp.

, 0

). Moreover, it helps to bring the results of a

research to a wider audience (Braun & Clark, 2012). This is meaningful since, it allows all sorts of
people to access the results, and since a natural disaster can affect all people in fragile areas, the
results can contribute to their knowledge in how to deal with a potential dangerous situation or how
to limit the damage.
In this research, the problems that the community and individuals faced is explored. Therefore, an
analysis via several thematic problems seems the most logical approach. This is, since it allows the
researcher to analyze the differences between the actors, and see how each group as well as the
whole community, came out of the earthquake based off the chosen themes.
The themes are chosen in accordance with the topics raised by the participants, since prior to the
interviews, the researcher did not have a clear image of what the problems in the community and
with the individuals were. Therefore, based off the themes, an image is given of the strategies and
problems the people faced.
Another way of analyzing the data that could be helpful is a narrative analysis. This is helpful in the
case of a research that focuses on a certain (series of) event(s) (Clifford et al., 2016). Since this
research is focused on a certain event, the response and story of the community members and
individuals, a narrative analysis seems adequate. Although, the main way of analyzing the data will
be through certain themes, a certain element of narrative occurs in the analysis. This is due to the
narrative the participants used in answering the questions, in which for example they talked about
the experience of the earthquake, or the narrative of the problems that arose for them after the
earthquake. In the results this will be used by using certain people as spokesman on the themes and
telling their stories on the different themes.
Towards the next chapter
This chapter gave the necessary information regarding why the angle of a qualitative, ethnographical
single-sited case study was chosen. Moreover, it explained the strategies and techniques that were
used to collect the data to answer the research questions. In the next chapter, information about the
natural disaster, its portrayal, and the situation when this research was on location will be given. This
is important since it provides information regarding the context in which this case study took place.
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4. The day the earthquake hit the Gili islands
In this chapter, the context in which this research took place is illustrated. This is done by paragraphs
on the natural disaster that hit the islands, and the history and characteristics such as demographics
of the island. After these paragraphs, an overview of the participants is given along with their
features.

Figure 5: The impact of the earthquake (Gayle & Bannock, 2018)
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29th, july 2018.

(Reliefweb.it, 2018)

19.47.
Power blackout

around 8 pm.
government issues
tsunami warning

So luckily he had signal, and they
said: yes, there has been a
warning issued, so get to high
ground

whole evening/night

People with boats
left the island

(Interview Jack, April 19th,2019)

suddenly a lot locals uhm at that
stage anyone who had boats or
things like that, there was just a lot of
people just poring of the island

(Interview Sandra,May 1st, 2019)

(Interview Jack, April 19th, 2019)

I remember the lights went out
straight away, the power went
immediately, so we were just straight
in the dark and then it was shaking.

Series of moderate and strong earthquakes
have rocked cities and regencies in Lombok
Island, West Nusa Tenggara (NTB), in July
and August 2018, i.e. with the following major
shocks: M 6.4 (29 Jul), M 7.0 (5 Aug), M 6.2
(9 Aug), M 6.5 (19 Aug), and M 6.9 (19 Aug).

August 5th,
2018.19.46 pm.
(local time). Main
shock 7.0
magnitude

4.1 Storyline of the events regarding the earthquake in Lombok and the Gili islands

End of 2017
6.4 magnitude.

Foreshock

Removing business
from the beach

they just totally smashed up the beach
and all that stuff. Now, for me what
that looked like, this was much, much
worse, than what it looked like after
the earthquake.

(Interview Jack, April 19th, 2019)
well there have been an earthquake before
actually, just a week before, which, which
actually turned out to be the forequake I
think it is called. And uhm a lot around the
island have felt that already
(Interview Jack, April 19th, 2019)
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Evening August 5th.
Government
withdraws tusnami
warning

(The Nation Thailand, 2018)

Night to August 6th,

August 6th/August
7th
Evacuation Gili
islands starts

the tourists is going with the fast
boat. Because I don’t see this the
next day.

(Interview Jack, April 19th, 2019)

August 8th,
Tourists were
forced to leave the
island/ island close
down

saying, all tourists have to go off the island, because
there is no food, we are not gonna be able to.. there is
nothing gonna be happening around the island,
everything is gonna basically just close down. So best
that they leave

(Interview Harry, April 23rd, 2019)

People on island
spend the night
outside

We sat up a camp in the field for the
night.
(Interview Sandra, May 1st, 2019)
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August 12
(estimation)

Police arrives at
island for security

August 19.

Second earthquake
in Lombok.

6.9 magnitude

From just after the earthquake until
the first of November I think, we had
here in the front, the police, yeah, so
the second high police of Indonesia
was here with 30 people,

(Interview Sam, May 2nd, 2019)

Series of moderate and strong earthquakes
have rocked cities and regencies in Lombok
Island, West Nusa Tenggara (NTB), in July
and August 2018, i.e. with the following major
shocks: M 6.4 (29 Jul), M 7.0 (5 Aug), M 6.2
(9 Aug), M 6.5 (19 Aug), and M 6.9 (19 Aug).

(Reliefweb.it, 2018)

August 21st

Government promises
compensation for
destroyed houses

August 22nd.
Re-opening of the island

If it is like slightly damaged the local
only get like 10 million rupiah.
Medium is 25, and if the houses is
heavily damaged they got 50 million
rupiah.

(Interview Susan, May 4th, 2019)

(Oceans 5, 2018)

August 22nd and
onwards.
Locals and tourists start
to return to island

We just got all open again, tourists are
starting to come back
(Interview Jack, April 19th, 2019)
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19 March 2019.

Arrival in Yogyakarta.
Start of research in
Indonesia

....

Arrival in Gili Air

Photo 2: Building in construction, 22 April 2019

4.2 The Gili islands history and characteristics
Located in the Bali sea, the Gili’s (Gili means small island in Bahasa) consist of three islands in the
northwest of Lombok. The islands names are Gili Trawangan (Gili T), Gili Ayer (commonly known as
Gili Air) and Gili Meno. These islands make up three out of the total registered 13,466 Indonesian
islands. With this amount, Indonesia is by far the world’s largest archipelago. The name Gili is quite
accurate, since the islands have a combined size of 15 square kilometres. These islands are
somewhat different than any other small Indonesian island regarding its features. Due to its
geographical location, between the popular tourist destination islands Bali and Lombok, and its own
small tropical islands features, the Gili islands make for a popular tourist destination in its own right.
Small tropical islands are popular amongst tourists due to factors as exoticness, beauty, aesthetic,
diversity of natural habitats (coral reef, sandy beaches and dunes) and warm, clear and attractive
water (Daby, 2003, as cited in Kurniawan et al., 2016). This in combination with the nearby located,
larger tourist hubs of Bali and Lombok, these small tropical islands are a frequently visited site among
visitors to Bali and Lombok.
Local populations and government are aware of the Gili’s attractiveness and see the economic
opportunities the islands provide for the development of the country and their families (Croes, 2006
as cited in Kurniawan et al., 2016). According to Barkes’ and Roberts’ (2004) theory, this awareness
of potential income through tourist opportunities can change the face of small islands. This change is
through the building of hotels, resorts, supporting industry, ports and more, in an attempt to attract
tourists to the island.
This also often leads to an increase in population (Barkes and Roberts, 2004 as cited in Kurniawan et
al., 2016). This growth of population is applicable to the case of the Gili islands, which grew
simultaneously with the rise of Bali and Lombok from 1986 onwards (Dahles and Bras, 1999 as cited
in Kurniawan et al., 2016). In 1984, the first western traveller supposedly set foot on the Gili islands,
marking the start of the islands as a tourist destination (Gili life, 2019). The rise of the Gili islands as a
tourist destination can be quantitatively visualised as well: the local population grew from 2813 in
the year 2000, to 3706 people in 2014 (Kurniawan et al., 2016). However, this can have various
reasons, such as islanders having children. The number of tourists visiting the island grew at an even
faster pace. There were 54.957 tourists in 2009 and in 2013 the islands already welcomed 437,074
tourists. In Gili Air, the researched island, the number of inhabitants grew from 1,239 in 2000 to
1,606 in 2014. The number of tourists grew from 10,938 in 2009 to 85,156 in 2014, this is an
eightfold increase of tourists within five years.
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Figure 6: the population growth in the Gili islands (Kurniawan, et al. 2016)

Figure 7: the growth in tourism in the Gili islands (Kurniawan, et al. 2016)

Due to the growth of tourism, the ‘local’ population grew simultaneously. More tourists meant more
supporting industry was needed. Consequently, more people were needed to work in that
supporting industry, with more people moving from neighbouring islands to the Gili’s as a result.
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This ‘movement’ often has a temporary character. People work in the tourist industry at any kind of
job, in which they either commute from one of the towns in Lombok or live on the property of the
site they are working at. People tend to do this for a certain amount of years, since most of the
workforce is relatively young and predominantly male, as was found during numerous observations
and conversations. According to the head of the islands, there are roughly 1000 workers from
Lombok on Gili Air (interview Francis).
On the Gili islands, the main tourist activities are location related such as snorkelling, scuba diving,
kayaking, sunbathing, sports fishing and surfing (Kurniawan et al., 2016). Another element that
makes the Gili islands appreciated by tourists is the prohibition of motor vehicles, such as cars and
scooters. Bicycles, horse carts and electrical (soundless) scooters are the only forms of transportation
found on the islands, contributing to the small island feeling, away from the crowded traffic on Bali.
Though the islands are similar in the above characteristics, they also differ from each other. Gili
Trawangan, the largest of the three islands, is commonly known as the ‘party island’ with the most
‘advanced’ development and most workers coming from other islands (Gili life, 2019). The middle
island, Gili Meno, is known for being the least developed, and with the smallest population that still
maintains a local lifestyle (Gili life, 2019). Travellers who come here often come for the peace or for a
romantic holiday, since the island has many luxury accommodations (Gili life, 2019) Lastly, there is
Gili Air (air meaning water in Bahasa Indonesian). The island was the first one to be inhabited by local
populations, due to the discovery of fresh water, and is the nearest island to Lombok (Gili life, 2019).
Gili Air has a mixture of the other islands’ features. The island has a dash of nightlife but is also quiet
enough for people who are looking for peace. The island is a destination for budget travellers but
also has luxury resorts. Moreover, it has the largest local population of the three islands with the
most local-owned businesses, and some foreign entrepreneurs (Gili life, 2019). The mixture of the
island makes Gili air the most ideal island out of the three to research.

4.3 Media reports on the earthquake on Gili islands
As stated in the introduction, in the direct aftermath of a severe natural disaster, there is much
media attention on the impact of the disaster. This is no different for the earthquake in Lombok and
the Gili islands. On August 11th, six days after the major earthquake, The Guardian published an
article on the earthquake and how the impact on the Gili islands was. It opened with the headline:
‘’Lombok earthquake leaves idyllic Gili islands facing uncertain future’’ (Lamb, 0 0). In this article
the impact of the earthquake is stated as severe, but relatively low compared to the damage in
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Lombok. These statements are in line with the interviews held with the locals, and out of the
observations for this research, as visible in paragraph 6.5.
Although, it needs to be mentioned that the observations were made seven months after the
earthquake, they still show that there is a difference between mainland Lombok and the Gili islands.
Besides the chaotic evacuation, in the article of Lamb (2018) it becomes clear that the islands are
dependent on the amount on tourists that visit the island, highlighting the uncertainty the islanders
face. In addition to this, in the article some vulnerability disparities become visible, as it mentioned
that some places suffered more damage than others. This becomes especially clear when a man
working on the island estimated that: ‘’about 70% of resorts on Air had been damaged, and many
homes owned by Indonesians in the center of the island destroyed’’ (Lamb, 0

).

In the beginning of March of 2019, an article by the Jakarta Post was published on the status of the
Gili islands after the earthquake. In this article the progress on the rebuilding is explained, including
the efforts made by the government to support tourism on the islands (Aisyah, 2019). Moreover, in
an interview with a local inhabitant, it is explained that they did not receive any disaster mitigation
training prior or after the earthquake (Aisyah, 2019).
While English articles with headers naming ‘Lombok earthquake’ are numerous, headers with ‘Gili
earthquake’ are far less common. Obviously, this has to do with the relatively high impact and
casualties on the island of Lombok (more than 550) in comparison to the Gili islands (8) (Lamb,2018).
This coverage is important since the media can play a role in people’s perception of danger
assessment and consequently their decision-making process, that is, whether to visit a place or not.
Although not researched, this media coverage can play a role in tourists’ perceptions on the damage
on the islands and their behavior in regard to visiting the islands or not.

4.4 Observations at arrival
April 4th of 2019 was the day I travelled via fast boat from Padangbay, Bali to Gili Air. When entering
the harbor around 4 p.m., one of the first things I did was to look for traces of the earthquake. On the
beach there were some piles of goods and a few piles of debris (photo 3). Later it turned out that
these piles of debris were remnants of damaged buildings. Since it was late, I travelled to the hotel.
Following the western beach road to the hotel, a large multi-storied building in reconstruction
became apparent. This place, Hotel Ombak, was under construction, since it was heavily damaged
due to the earthquake (Photo 4).
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Photo 3: Piles of debris on the beach

Photo 4: Hotel Ombak in reconstruction

When walking around the beach, the first thing I noticed was that almost all places were open and
did not look damaged. The thing that was noticeable, was the relative quietness on the island in
comparison to Bali. Although, all bars and restaurants were open, about half of them were
completely empty. There were a couple of places where the present tourists gathered, while at other
empty places, people were almost begging tourists to come in and have food or drinks. This lack of
tourists can be seen as a consequence due to the earthquake. However, it needs to be mentioned
that April is a shoulder month for tourism in the region, meaning that it is the build up from low to
high season. Therefore, relative quietness can be expected. Yet, the same argument goes for Bali,
where tourism was much more present, and quietness was not observed. These observations are in
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line with the data received from the tourism agency, in which the amount of tourists in Gili Air in
April 2019 was 10.369 compared to 13.983 in 2018 (Statistics tourism agency, Appendix IV).
Over the course of the next few days, while observing the physical condition of the island, it became
apparent that the center of the island was much more affected than the coastline. In the center
many houses, a store, and the school and other buildings were damaged. Piles of debris were found
next to the foundation of where houses used to stand. These places are probably owned by the local
population.

Photo 5: A collapsed house in Gili Air

These first observations show that there is a disparity in the damage on the island. Places located in
the center of the island and multiple-story buildings were either more affected by the earthquake
than one-story places along the coastline, or that the places along the coastline were quicker in their
response to fix their damage. Furthermore, these observations show that the island’s economy is
struggling, due to a downfall of tourism, however, this downfall hits some places harder than others.
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4.5 A day of research on Gili Air
To get an impression on how the research in Gili Air was carried out, this paragraph will provide an
insight on how a day of research on the site went down. The date of which this log dates is the 17th of
April of 2019. This is the 4th day on the research location.
In the morning around 8 a.m. I wake up in my bamboo hut in (..). This accommodation was a sort of
campground with a pool in the middle, surrounded by a restaurant and small bamboo sleeping huts.
This site provided me with relative anonymity. It was recommended by supervisors of the University
of Gadjah Mada in Yogyakara to stay in an international setting. This large accommodation, which
can host over a hundred guests, was the perfect location to locate myself.
After eating my breakfast at a nearby restaurant, I left on my rented bicycle to a hotel/restaurant, on
the eastern shore. I had a lead there for a possible interviewee that I got via a contact in Lombok,
through the university of Gadjah Mada. This person could also introduce me to other people on the
island, such as the head of the island, therefore I decided to go there.
After talking to the staff, I found out that the owner would come in later that morning. I decided to
work in the restaurant, looking online for further information and possible leads. After some
research, I found the following message from a restaurant owner, who was asking for aid for the
employees via Facebook.

Figure 8: A call for aid for employees (Le Sate Bar, 2018)

I decided that I would follow that lead later that day, by trying to find the owners, and to talk about
their initiative, possibly leading to an interview. For now, I waited for the hotel owner.
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After some hours had passed, the owner of the hotel/restaurant appeared in the restaurant, I walked
up to him and introduced myself. After that we had a talk about my research, and his story regarding
the earthquake and the consequences because of it. In the following pictures an impression on the
topics that rose from the conversation is given. Due to reasons of privacy, the name of the person
and accommodation is removed.

Figure 9 Log report from the 17th of April 2019

After the talk, we decided to meet later that week for which we vaguely made an appointment for an
interview, two or three days later, since the making of appointments is a little bit less precise than in
The Netherlands. He then also provided me with the contact of the head of the three Gili islands, for
a possible interview.
When I left, I cycled around the island, to investigate the physical damage on the island (photo 6),
and to possibly find people. When I was cycling, I found an assembly point (photo 7).
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Photo 6: Destroyed house Gili Air

Photo 7: Assembly point Gili Air

I thought this might be a central point on the island, which was set up for possible evacuation in case
of a threat. This turned out not to be the case, though it did function as a place for shelter during the
night of the earthquake, as turned out in some interviews.
In the end of the afternoon, around 5 p.m. I went to the Sate bar, where I did not find the owners,
who posted the message. Apparently, the owners were not on the island at the moment, but would
return on Monday, 5 days later. So, that would be the moment I would return to the restaurant.
After I left the restaurant, it was time to go back to the hostel, find some people to have dinner, to
share some drinks and talk about our lives, in the setting of a tropical island sunset.

Towards the next chapter
Although this paragraph ends in a seemingly nice atmosphere, this chapter sought to address the
context in which this research took place. The events leading up to the crisis, the portraits of the
crisis in the media, and the observations and a day of research upon arrival, give an insight of the
condition of the island before the actors and their problems caused by the earthquake are
introduced. When reading the next chapters, this chapter gives the necessary context to understand
the background of the island and what the condition of the island was, when the research took place.
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Photo 8: Sunset at Gili Air, with the Agung volcano (Bali) in the background
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5. The magnitude of the crisis
In this small chapter, the actors on site and the various themes that were discussed in the interviews
are introduced. In the first paragraph, the community is introduced, and a short summary is given on
what the actors that make up the community were doing prior to the incident, what the incident has
cost them, and what their position during the time of the interview was. Out of the interviews with
the actors, some themes were extracted, which are discussed in paragraph 5.2.

5.1 Introducing the actors
In paragraph 3.4, an overview is given of the participants of the semi-structured interviews and some
of their basic features. Besides these people, more people are illustrated in the observations. These
features are for example whether they are male or female and if they are Indonesians or foreigners.
In this paragraph, the features of the participants will be explained more in-depth, and a clustering of
the participants will be provided for the analysis. These features of the participants are explained
through the clustering. To give the people a name, yet to simultaneously keep their anonymity
pseudonyms will be given to the interview participants.
The staff
As most businesses on the island of Gili Air are tourist-oriented, a large bulk of the people living
and/or working on the island, are people that work in places related to tourism. These places can
vary from resorts to backpacker places, restaurants, tourist activities and others. Although it is
labelled as one group, these people are not as homogenous as one would expect. People who work
on the island come from various backgrounds (locals and expats), have a different set of skills
(fluency in the English language) and fulfill different functions. Therefore, it is valuable to investigate
if resilience disparities are present within the group, and, if so, what the potential causes for them
are.
John, a young man of 26 years. He worked on Gili Trawangan and Gili Air for 7 years before
the earthquake as a staff member and DJ for local entrepreneurs and expats. John had
several jobs after the earthquake and is now out of work again. He is currently trying to find
work, though little jobs are available. When John had a job, he lived at the company in Gili
Air, but originally, he is from Pamenang, Lombok, a village near the harbor to the islands.
Usually, he goes back to his family one day a week, where he has a wife, a five year old son
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and a child on the way. Due to the earthquake, his house in Lombok is destroyed. He lost
some relatives during the earthquake and lives with his wife’s family for the time being. John
speaks the English language.
Ben, a young man in his early thirties. He worked in an art shop, owned by a local
entrepreneur on Gili Air and lost his job for several months due to the earthquake and the
small number of tourists on the island. After the earthquake, Ben tried to earn money by
doing ‘small day jobs’, such as cleaning up piles of debris. After several months, he returned
to his job in the art shop. Originally, he is from Narmada, in the western part of Lombok,
where his house is damaged due to the earthquake. When he has a job, he lives on the
island. Ben does not speak English.
Randy, a young man in his late twenties. He works on the island in a hotel owned by an
expat. After the earthquake he kept his job, where he lives when working. Usually, he goes
back once a week to his family in Lombok, where his house got affected by the earthquake.
Randy speaks the English language.
Sandra, a woman in her early thirties. She is originally from Great-Britain and works as a dive
instructor and for a local NGO ran by expats. She stayed on the island after the earthquake,
though her house got affected because of the earthquake. The NGO’s headquarters got
heavily damaged during the earthquake, though they continued their work in the buildings of
a dive school.
David, a man in his early thirties. He is a scientist from Java working for a local NGO, the
same as Sandra’s. He went to Bali after the earthquake and from there used his network to
organize aid for the community.

Local business owners
There are many types of businesses on the island, which are ran by various people and have different
sizes. The local population anticipated on the new source of income provided by tourists, by setting
up businesses to earn money. These local entrepreneurs are somewhat more homogenous than the
expats, since they come from the same place and usually have similar characteristics.
The first local business owner is Mark, a man who owns a restaurant and a hotel. He is 35
years old and is born on Gili Air. Mark has a semi-large business, with a staff of 14 people.
After the earthquake, he left the island to live in his second house in Lombok with his family.
There he hosted a large amount of people, since most of the village got destroyed, yet his
house was still standing. After the earthquake, he had fewer staff working for him since
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business went down a lot. He took on more tasks for himself. Now, the business is on the rise
again. Mark speaks English.
The second business owner is Harry, a small homestay owner. Harry is in his late forties and
is born in Gili Air. Besides the homestay, he works for the local government of the island.
After the earthquake, he let his staff go for the time being, since there were no tourists. Now
business is returning, and he has his staff back, though they are working less hours, since
business is still not entirely back to normal. Harry speaks the English language.
Expat business owners
This group is relatable to the previous group, although they come from a different background and
can therefore be seen as a different actor than the local entrepreneurs. They come from different
countries around the world, although mostly western countries, and have a business on the island.
They integrated differently in the local community, and sometimes form their own ‘sub-community’
with their own activities. Due to these reasons and their different network, they are labeled as an
individual actor.
Jack, an expat in his late thirties. He is from Great-Britain and has a hotel on the island that is
doing well, but his business is disliked by local business owners. Jack has about 40 staff
members, all Indonesians, most of them from Lombok. He stayed on the island after the
earthquake and kept his working staff. He paid his staff the same salary after the earthquake
and set up a small fundraiser for staff members whose family got affected by the earthquake.
Since the earthquake business went down but it’s on the rise again.
Sam, a European expat in his forties. He has a dive school with an accommodation on the
island. He lived on the island for 15 years, and lives in the center of the island with the locals.
Sam has a few dozen people working for him, locals as well as expats. He kept his staff after
the earthquake and paid them the same salary, though with some delay due to the
earthquake. He helped with organizing aid for his staff and the rest of the community on the
island. Since the earthquake, his business got affected by some damage and fewer tourists,
though business is on the rise again.

Government officials
Although, the interviewed government officials fulfill different functions, work in different
departments and on different scales (local/provincial), they are labeled as one actor. This is, since
they all represent the influence by the state on the community. Their role prior and after the
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earthquake is different, although they all had a role to play, such as reviving tourism, evacuation and
more. Through these actions or a lack of it, they influenced the current state of the community and
the individuals as it is.
Francis, the head of the islands. A man in his fifties, who is born on Gili Air. He is the head of
all Gili islands, with the office located on Gili Air. He is the new head, since the last head of
the islands left after the earthquake. He is well-liked by the community and tried to organize
meetings and events to the benefit of the island after the earthquake. Moreover, he
distributed resources in the island. Besides his official function, he owns a hotel and bar on
the island.
Terry, the head of the tourism department in Bangsal (Lombok). Terry is a man in his
thirties/forties and in charge of the marketing of the Gili islands and Northern Lombok. After
the earthquake, they organized events on Gili Air and the rest of Northern Lombok to revive
the economy and tourism. The department registers the amounts of tourists going to the
island(s), and notes if these are local or foreign.
Susan, a planning department official. Susan is a woman in her forties/fifties, who works for
the planning department in Mataram, Lombok. After the earthquake, the department is in
charge of distributing compensation for damaged houses. Although in charge, they receive
orders from the national government. Moreover, they played a role in the relief aid and
strategies to help the affected people in Lombok and the Gili islands.
The facilitators. A group of men who are hired by the provincial government to assess the
buildings in all affected areas in Lombok. They assess the houses and determine the amount
of compensation affected people get for their damaged houses, along with local government
officials.
Emma, a BPBD (natural disaster agency) spokesperson. Emma is a woman in her thirties who
works for the regional department of the natural disaster agency in Mataram, Lombok. The
department is in charge of the preparation for all sorts of natural disasters, mitigation
measures, the evacuation and the dealing with the consequences of the earthquake.
Other people
Although not a cohesive group, these last two interviewees both represent a group which was not
the primary focus of this research. One is a person (schoolteacher) not directly related to the tourist
industry, but a member of the community. The other is a tourist, directly related to the tourist
industry but not a member of the community. These people were interesting to interview, since they
bring another perspective to the research and on the community.
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Nora, an elementary school teacher. Nora is a 22 year old woman, who is born on the island
and works in the local elementary school where she teaches the third grade. During the
earthquake, part of the school she works in got damaged, and the children were scared to
return to school. She left the island temporarily after the earthquake to stay with family in
Mataram, Lombok. Nora speaks English.
Lucy, a female tourist in her mid-twenties from Europe. Lucy is backpacking through Asia and
is visiting the Gili islands for the first time. She spent about a month on the island, and after
the interview took several dive courses on the island.
How the actors relate to each other
These artificial ‘groups’ are relevant for this research, since they are the primary actors that make up
the community or influence it. These groups relate to each other in multiple ways, with different
responses to the crisis. First of all, the entrepreneurs are hierarchically higher than the staff
members, since they are their bosses. The staff members are dependent on the entrepreneurs for
their jobs and hence their financial resources. The entrepreneurs in turn, are dependent on the
amount of tourists that visit the island, since their businesses are dependent on tourists making use
of them. Thereby, the staff members are indirectly dependent on the tourists as well, since no
tourists, means no staff is required to provide services. The entrepreneurs are in competition with
each other over the favor of the tourists. However, they also work together to attract these tourists
as the next paragraph will show. The local and expat entrepreneurs are working together, but there
is also friction between these groups as this passage of the interview (Sam, May 2nd) shows:
when westerns saying some things, that locals don t believe it or don t want to
hear it. Because we are only temporarily here, they say: we already survived so
many years here, we kno

hat e are doing

The government officials relate to the actors in different ways.
The head of the island is in charge of all actors on the island, and has the task of bringing
them together in order for the community to function.
The tourism department tries to support the businesses, via promotion, events and other
initiatives, in order to generate money for the government and to support the people in the
region by providing work.
The planning department tried to help the residents in the region by re-planning the housing
situation and distributing aid and compensation to affected people. This regards housing and
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no businesses. Therefore, in the context of Gili Air, it mostly affects local inhabitants, such as
the workforce. The facilitators helped them in the distributing process.
The BPBD is in charge of mitigation training, evacuation and preparations. Their role in the
direct aftermath of the earthquake should affect all actors present on the island.

5.2 The themes
In this paragraph, the analyzed themes are introduced. These themes were obtained after the first
coding phase. The reasons why these themes are valuable will be discussed, including a description
of the data found prior to the analysis. The analysis regards individual cases, in which the following
themes will come forward. Therefore, it is important to have background information on the themes,
in order to understand the cases and the situation people find themselves in.
Economy and work
In the interviews, normal conversations, and observations, the first theme that is important is the
economy and work. The financial aspect is important in the concept of resilience, since an income
enables people to buy goods (Norris et al., 2008). Since the economy of Gili Air heavily relies on the
amount of tourists that come in, the tourism numbers make a good indicator to assess the economy.
These statistics are provided by the Regional government tourism department in Bangsal, Lombok.

Figure 10: Tourism numbers Gili Air
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Since the earthquake happened on August 5th, you can see a sharp decline in the number of tourists
coming to the island. This decrease is in foreign as well as in domestic tourists. In August alone, the
peek month of tourism, the island lost about 22.246 tourists, if the same number of tourists would
have visited the island as the year prior to the earthquake. Since, the amount of tourists is growing
every year as visible in appendix IV, it is likely that this loss would be higher.
Quite soon after the earthquake the tourism got back to functioning, though on a lower level. In
October, the first whole month the island was open, there were 41.68% of the number of tourists in
October of the year prior to the earthquake. In April, the last month of which data is available, this
percentage is 74.15 %, suggesting that the sector is recovering relatively fast.
As became obvious in the observations, there are big differences in the crowdedness between
different places. ‘’In the evening there are some tourists at certain places, while other places remain
empty, with the employees asking you if you want a drink, dinner’’ (Observations, Gili Air as a
tourist).
In the interviews, it was mentioned multiple times that the state of the island’s economy and
consequentially their work/income is what is most on their minds. They find it worrying and, in some
cases, problematic. This includes the people who are in search of a job after the earthquake. A fast
recovery of the tourism sector can be vital for people’s income, and hence their ability to recover
from the consequences of the earthquake.
Housing and damage
The second theme is the housing situation of the community members. On the island 110 houses
were damaged (Facilitators housing assessment). This means, that housing issues are a problem for
many people on and off the island, therefore, this theme is selected. In the interviews, and via
several news sources, it turned out that financial compensation was promised by President Joko
Widodo. Via the facilitators, who assess damaged buildings and determine how much compensation
is given, an overview is provided in the appendix (IV). There are 3 levels of compensation.
Light damage - 10 million Rupiah
Medium damage - 25 million Rupiah
Heavily damaged - 50 million Rupiah
(Facilitators housing assessment, Appendix IV)
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This money is not given directly but is set on a bank account. From the money on this bank account,
people can buy the materials to build the houses. There are 4 different types of houses these people
can choose, all of which are supposed to be more earthquake proof than the current houses.
Besides the damage on the island, many staff members are from the affected area in Lombok.
Therefore, the chosen angle of community, reaches further than the geographical location of the
island itself. A person who lost his house in Pamenang, Lombok, but worked on Gili Air was
interviewed.
Community actions
The third chosen theme is actions by the communities. As shown in the framework, community
competence, including community actions are important to assess when addressing a community’s
resilience (Norris, 2008). Examples of actions taken by (part of) the community to improve their
situation are:
A promotion campaign for the entire island by a group of entrepreneurs.
A group of about 20 entrepreneurs on the island made a promotional video and map of the
island, showing the island was open for business again. They shared the video via social
media and on other platforms. This video was also distributed by the tourism office. In the
video promotion is made for the entire island, and not for individual businesses.
Cleaning up the island organized by the head of the island
In the interviews, the island clean-up is an action that is often mentioned by members as
something that was done as a community effort to deal with the consequences of the
earthquake. One day all people that were present helped in cleaning up the island, from all
kinds of trash and debris in the aftermath of the earthquake. The head of the islands
arranged a boat to transport the trash to Lombok where it was further processed.
Organizing events, by the tourism office
In the interview with the tourism office and with some of the entrepreneurs, and from the
observations, an active policy in organizing events was found. Several festivals were
organized on the island to attract more tourists and to create cohesion. Other activities are
inviting journalists to the island to show the state of the island, with the idea that they report
that the islands are safe and open for business.
Aid
The last chosen theme is aid. Aid is one of the central themes in the interviews. Choosing the theme
of aid is due to the linkages people have with the outer world, therefore it can illustrate the social
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capital people have or if they lack social capital. Moreover, it shows the influence actors outside of
the immediate community have on the community.
It entails how people asked for help after the earthquake, what they received, and from whom they
received the aid. Besides receiving, there are also people who set up fundraisers for other people,
such as business owners for their staff members. Along the theme of aid, resilience disparities
become visible, including in some of the relevant social units in between the individual and the
community.
Examples of non-financial aid are initiatives to rebuild the school, the provision of trauma healing
classes, and the collection of food and medicines.
The interrelations of the themes
Since these themes are artificial, the boundaries of the themes are somewhat vague. The
connections are in abundance and, therefore, the themes cannot be seen apart from each other.
Instead, multiple themes come together in cases in which they are relatable or sometimes causal
effects of each other. An example of this causal relationship can be an individual who lost his job and
is therefore in a more precarious financial situation and, consequently, more reliant on aid. Another
example is that the struggling economy of the island was the reason for the entrepreneurs to make
the promotional video. These cases will be the corner stone of the next chapter, in which the
collected data is analyzed, and in these cases the abovementioned themes should come forward. The
cases in the next chapter are selected to show the interrelatedness of the themes, the different
scales of response and where resilience disparities become visible.
The themes are partially chosen due to the conceptual framework of resilience (figure 4) in
paragraph 2.6, in which the themes correlate to one or more aspects of resilience
Economy and work
Housing

economic resources, government influences, social capital

Community action
Aid

economic resources and potentially other aspects

community competence, social capital

social capital, economic resources, community competence, government influences

and individual/other influences
Although, the themes are selected carefully, there are cases where some relevant topics are not
discussed within the themes. This can either come forward in a small way in the individual cases or
are not of vital importance for the cases or to address the main findings. An example of this, is how
religion played a role in the aftermath of the disaster. This does not mean that a theme such as
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religion is not important, it was merely not a point of focus in this research. These themes can
however be interesting for further research.
Towards the next chapter
This chapter had the purpose of giving context to the next chapter, in which cases are chosen based
upon the different actors and themes that came up after going through the gathered data the first
time. Thereby, this chapter gives the necessary context to understand why these cases where chosen
and what the background and position/relation of the referred individuals is in respect to the
community on the island.

Photo 9: Meeting with the facilitators
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6. Stories of Resilience and vulnerability
This chapter regards the results of the analysis. Each paragraph discusses a particular case of an
individual, individuals or the whole community dealing with particular problems caused directly or
indirectly by the earthquake. These cases have elements of the different themes of paragraph 5.2
within them, often a combination of them. The reason why these cases have different scales, is that
this illustrates the different perspectives of resilience and how it functions on a small and larger
scale.

6.1 Losing your job and its consequences, a story of vulnerability
This case regards John (paragraph 5.1), a 26 year old man from Lombok, who worked on the island.
To secure his anonymity, yet to give him a name, the pseudonym of John will be used. In this
paragraph, the situation of John will be described, how he got in that situation, and what he did or
did not do to improve his situation. Moreover, it addresses the factors that contributed or did not
contribute to the situation John finds himself in. Next, it explicitly addresses his work and financial
situation and his housing problems. In paragraph 6.3 his relation to aid will be addressed in more
detail, adding to his personal story.

Before the earthquake, John had several jobs on the islands of Gili Air and Gili Trawangan. He worked
in a restaurant and as a DJ. At the time of the earthquake, he was on his job at the island of Gili
Trawangan, where he was working for foreign entrepreneurs. Due to the earthquake, he lost his
mixer that he used to perform as a DJ. This loss of livelihood caused him the loss of that particular job
and subsequently the income that job generated.

Interviewer: You got more money for being a DJ?
John: Yeah, yeah. Actually, I get like six or five million per month. (5 million= 320
euro s (interview John, April 27th, 2019,)

Due to the trauma the earthquake caused, John left Gili T and the job he had there. At this job,
owned by westerners, he was promised aid through the fundraiser the business owners organized.
Through this channel, John should have received 15 million Rupiah and a bag of rice. Unfortunately,
the aid was apparently stolen by the manager on this job (interview, John). The analysis regarding
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aid, including John’s situation, is addressed in paragraph 6.3. After leaving the island, returning to his
family’s home in Pamenang Lombok, John found his house damaged, as is visible on photo 10.

photo 10 John s famil house in Pamenang Lombok

John’s parents live on this property. His father was working as a horse-carrier driver. In the stress of
the earthquake, the horse got lost, stolen or else (ibid). Due to this loss of livelihood, John’s father is
out of work, leaving the family in a financial precarious situation. The reason why John’s parents are
important in this story, is that he and his two brothers financially support their parents by sending
money they earn on the Gili islands to them.
They get money from me, also my brother. Is like, my brother is still working in Gili
T. Also other young brother is working in Gili Meno. Me working in Gili air. So I just
help giving my mom giving money. When we get salary, we give like, it is not
much e give like
each something like that per month I It s like
thousand. (..)They get 900 per month.
(Interview John, April 27th, 2019)
Many families in Lombok, such as John’s, partially rely on income from the tourism industry on the
islands, through remittances sent by their family members working on the islands. In John’s village all
boys work on one of the Gili islands and send remittances (interview, John). In the interview with one
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of the entrepreneurs on the island, he stated that all his working staff, at all times send remittances
to their family:
They all look out for their families anyways, it is a totally different set-up, than to
the west. (..) They give a lot of the money to their families anyway (Interview
Jack, April 19th, 2019)

The financial troubles of John and his family force them to wait for government aid to rebuild their
house, as explained in paragraph 5.2. The family waits for the finances and materials. Presumably
they will be granted 50 million Rupiah (3.224 euro) and can then start to build an earthquake
resilient house made from wood (interview, John). In April 2019 these funds have not come through
yet, therefore, since the earthquake John’s parents live in a damaged place with fundamental
problems as he explains:

The three houses we make. The people can stay like three people inside, so it is small house, it is really
short house. At that time it is very hot. Also the thing is when it was raining, it was leaking inside.
(interview John, April 27th, 2019)
Several months after the earthquake, John found a job at a bar on Gili Air, enabling him to support
his family in Lombok again by sending remittances. After working there until April, the business
‘temporarily’ closed due to a low amount of tourists and personal problems by the owners (interview
John). Now that he is out of a job again and his parents’ house damaged, John is forced to live in
another village in Lombok with his wife’s family, while searching for another job from there, for
which he has some opportunities, as he is waiting for a bar to re-open (ibid).

What John’s story shows, is that due to a combination of trauma (not wanting to return to Gili T), bad
luck (mixer for work as DJ) and a lack of tourists (loss of job Gili Air), John finds himself in a poor
financial position and a decrease of livelihoods (house and mixer), one of the aspects of resilience.
Moreover, it shows the linkages people from ‘the community’ on the island have to external
geographical places, such as John’s damaged house in Lombok. Therefore, the ‘community resilience’
or resilience of people from the community cannot be seen without considering a larger geographical
and social context. His family, partially depending on John’s remittances, highlights the financial role
the islands play in the larger region of Lombok, and how a dysfunctioning economy affects people,
not only in the location itself, but also people in the region who depend on the people who send a
part of their salary. This also shows a diversifying income strategy families in Lombok use to secure
an income, even though this might be unintentional and ineffective in the case of John’s family.
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Although this story mostly draws attention to John’s vulnerability and losses, there are factors that
helped John in recovering from the earthquake, and his and his family’s resilience capacity. John
received aid through various channels, which is explained further in paragraph 6.3. Moreover, what
this story shows is that John used his network to find himself a place to live, namely with his wife’s
family, and he uses other contacts in his network to get back to work. This illustrates how social
capital comes into play in a time of stress and can increase one’s resilience capacity, when someone
is trying to get his/her life back on track.

6.2 Differences and similarities between local and foreign entrepreneurs
The second case regards not an individual story, like paragraph 6.1, but an analysis of two groups
who are similar, yet, simultaneously different, namely local entrepreneurs and expat entrepreneurs.
This paragraph analyses how the earthquake caused recovery disparities between these groups.
Moreover, it entails the interaction and cooperation between the groups and their views of each
other before and after the earthquake.

On the island of Gili Air, there is a mixture of local and foreign entrepreneurs. These businesses can
be a diverse range of accommodations, tourist attractions such as (scuba)diving, restaurants/
Warungs (local restaurants), among others. Before the earthquake, these entrepreneurs were
occasionally meeting on business regulations and island matters, during which some expats felt some
animosity towards them:
I the made it that ou can t, no businesses can call themselves hostels
or backpackers. (Interview Jack, April 19th, 2019)
The locals argue that they work together mostly along family lines, and let businesses do their own
work. As one local entrepreneur argued: ‘’If we have family, so we help each other’’, illustrating the
lack of cooperation between business owners (Interview Mark, April 21st, 2019).
As more tourists are visiting the Gili islands every year since 2011 and probably before, the
entrepreneurs on the island are likely to have had a growing business over the past years, as visible
in figure 11 on the next page. Being part of the administrative region of Pemenang, the amount of
tourists in the Pemenang area is almost exclusively visiting the Gili islands as explained by the
regional government tourism agency in Lombok (interview Terry, May 9th, 2019).
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Figure 11: The amount of tourists visiting regions in North Lombok over the years (nus: national, man: international)

The disruption caused by the earthquake in 2018, led to a decrease in the amount of tourists visiting
the islands for the first time in years. This disruption of growth and the direct damage that is caused,
affected the entrepreneurs and the people depending on these businesses. Therefore, it is
interesting to see what differences and similarities there are in vulnerability and resilience between
the two types of entrepreneurs and how they have interacted with each other since the earthquake.
The first difference regards the response in the direct aftermath of both groups. Most of the locals
left Gili air quite soon after the earthquake towards mainland Lombok (interview Mark, Harry, Nora,
John). In contrast, many of the expats stayed on the island. This is partially due to the family the
locals have on the mainland and a lack of options for the expats since they have a smaller network in
the struck region (interview Jack, Sandra, Sam). This led to a situation where the people staying on
the island (local and expat) created a stronger bond, or sense of community, as the following quote
suggests:
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The people that stayed and the people that, the people that were in all that
together, that really went through something like that, that definitely increased
their bond. (interview Jack, April 19th, 2019)

This increasing bond of the people that stayed on the island (local and expat) can be illustrated in the
joint effort to promote the island instead of the individual businesses. This case is explained in detail
in paragraph 6.4.
With regard to direct damage, many factors played a role. It depended on the size, location and the
construction material of the building how much direct damage they had. Therefore, the earthquake
predominantly affected large places made of concrete or ill-constructed places. This affected both
the locals and the expats. What did prove to be a difference, were the funds available to the
businessman, as both interviewed local businessmen had to let staff temporarily go and/or cut the
salary from the staff, due to a decline of tourists visiting the island (interview Harry, Mark).
It is not easy, but we still you know, even if we not use much staff, not so much
staff, we can handle like, like with ourselves. (interview Harry, April 23rd, 2019)

In contrast, the interviewed expat businessowners were able to keep their staff and were in a
position to pay the same salary as prior to the earthquake. The money to finance this came from
savings that they had, although they state that doing this drained their savings and they received
some aid from family and friends (interview Sam).
My philosophy was, I pay everyone. So all my savings went all in reinvesting,
in restauration and paying my staff. (Interview Sam, May 2nd, 2019)

This difference in financial capacity between local and expat businessowners had consequences for
the businessman but also for the staff working for them and their extended family as the previous
paragraph showed. Moreover, both interviewed expat businessowners set up fundraisers to support
the affected families of the staff in Lombok, creating larger resilience disparities between staff
members working for the different types of businessowners (interview Sam, Jack, Randy, John, Ben).
Paragraph 6.3 dives more in-depth regarding aid. While, the expat entrepreneurs set up aid
initiatives, the local entrepreneurs were looking out for their family in Lombok:
my wife is in Lombok, so the safety place after that is we go to the mainland (..)
We make tent, everything is about three months (Interview Mark, April 21st, 2019)
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After the earthquake, both groups of entrepreneurs on the island were quick in responding and reopening their business, since: ‘’no business means no income’’ (interview Sam, May 2nd, 2019). Yet,
the main difference between the groups proved that the expat entrepreneurs in general have a
larger financial capacity or a large network funding them to keep functioning in the same way as
before the earthquake than the local entrepreneurs. This led to a situation where the local business
owners were forced to take on more tasks themselves and let staff temporarily go, or had to wait
longer until they could fix their damaged businesses. This paragraph shows the importance of
economic resources and social capital for entrepreneurs to be resilient in the aftermath of a natural
disaster.

Photo 11: A concrete hotel in Bangsal harbor, heavily damaged by the earthquake
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6.3 Organizing, distributing and access to aid
In the aftermath of the earthquake, many initiatives were set up to help affected people on the
island and in the struck region. This paragraph analyses who set up aid initiatives and in what forms
this aid expresses itself, such as fundraisers. Moreover, it will analyze who received this aid and along
what lines this aid was distributed. Lastly, it will delve into what factors are important in receiving
aid, through what different channels this aid is received and in what manner this creates recovery
disparities.

6.3.1 Organizing aid
Various actors were involved in organizing aid. The first actor is the government, in which the local
government helped in distributing aid and the national government promised aid to those whose
houses were affected (Interview Jack, Susan, Facilitators). The details of the government housing aid
are explained in paragraph 5.2. At the time this research was on site, in April and May 2019, the
funds and materials slowly became available in Lombok for the population. Gili Air is one of the last
places to be assessed and therefore, it will take some time until the population can rebuild the 110
damaged houses (interview Facilitators). This resulted in a frustrated population, such as John and
his family who lived in poor houses for more than half a year (interview John). From the government
perspective, the government first had to set up first response relief aid, which took time. Only after
this was done, the program to compensate damaged housing was set up (interview Susan). Due to
this, and it not being the primary focus of the research, this research will not address the functioning
of the government housing compensation, but merely underlines its existence and the frustration
experienced by the population waiting to receive it.
The second actor who helped in organizing aid were several individuals on the island, most of them
expat businessowners. These entrepreneurs used their network and staff to organize aid for affected
people. This comes forward in the interviews with the expat business owners:

they rented a big villa for everyone in Canggu. There we had to deal with all the
cancelations of the uhm of the bookings yeah. And they were doing all the
marketing, and the, uhm how do you say it, to get the, the fundraising for getting
money yeah. So like in, uhm, in some a month and a half we raised something like
23 thousand euro. (interview Sam, May 2nd, 2019)
A description to whom this money went is given in the next sub-paragraph (6.3.2) Most of the expats
used online fundraisers such as ‘gofundme’ to set up these initiatives. When promoting the
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fundraiser, the initiative takers used their network mostly through social media, such as Facebook,
Instagram and others, to create awareness for the situation after the disaster and subsequently to
raise money. Due to the foreign background of the business owners and the international network
the business owners have through their business which is aimed at tourists, these initiatives likely
reach a larger audience, than when locals would set up these sorts of initiatives. This illustrates the
importance of a (large) international network (connection to others) to raise aid.

Other ways the community organized/provided aid was by partially rebuilding the elementary school
and giving disaster training at this school by some higher educated expats and an Indonesian scientist
working on the island (interview Sandra, David). In this training, the initiative takers explained to the
children and others what to do in case of a disaster and tried to give trauma healing sessions,
learning how to do this by watching Youtube-videos (interview David). This illustrates the actiontaking capacity, creativity and flexibility by some of the community members. Furthermore, it shows
elements of a sense of community, by the willingness to help community members. What is missing
here is the role of the government and its institution BPBD. Although they argue that they give these
training sessions, multiple community members and news articles state that, so far, they have not
received any disaster mitigation training prior to or after the earthquake (Interview Jack, Sam, Mark)
(Jakarta Post, 2018).

Returning to the scientist, who in cooperation with other expats, used his network by inviting some
fellow old Indonesian students (engineers) to the island of Gili Air to assess the buildings on the
island (interview David). These engineers assessed the condition of the buildings and determined
whether the buildings were safe or not, thereby helping the community on the island. The initiative
takers paid for this by using money of the fundraisers to pay for the tickets, whilst the engineers
were hosted by entrepreneurs (interview David). The engineers did not wish to receive payment:
The don t really care about money anyway. They were just nice, you are helping
us, so in return we will cover the transportation. (interview David, May 1st, 2019)

This example also illustrates the importance of social capital in a time of stress. The scientist used his
network not for his own benefit, but for the entire community on the island, which hence benefited
from the social capital this individual had.
These examples show that a large network is an important factor in organizing aid. People with more
connections reach a greater (inter)national public and are therefore the ones that most often take on
the responsibility of organizing aid. The example of the engineers illustrates that it is not only the
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amount of connections but also the quality of the connection which is important in whether these
people are willing and capable to help you. The examples in organizing aid only show expats or the
scientist who is originally from Java. However, this does not mean that the locals did not organize aid.
They as well organized aid, but in a manner of organizing it for themselves, or by channeling the
received aid through to others, like their family. This will be addressed in paragraph 6.3.3.

6.3.2 Distributing the aid
When the people who organized the fundraisers received the money, they had to decide how to
spend it. As described in the previous sub-paragraph, one of the interviewees set up a fundraiser in
which he collected 23 thousand euros to spend.
We had the water, we had the rice, yes, we had clothes, all the basic things to
survive. intervie Sam Ma nd, 2019)
These resources, from the abovementioned quote, were meant for his staff, for the community of
Gili Air and for Northern Lombok, where most of the damage was (interview Sam). Focusing on the
resources for Gili Air, to get these resources to the ‘right’ people the organizer asked for help from
the head of the island, to organize the distribution on the island together. This distribution took place
on the property of the initiative taker:
the distribution was between the bars. Yes, so people came, and some other
organizations came in. And everything came into our equipment room, and then
we shared all the things here. So there was always the head of the island decided
where it go. And yeah, of course we had for our own staff some packages to,
yeah. Because it was not only for the island. (Interview Sam, May 2nd, 2019)
In the passage from the interview above, many important elements in the distribution process
become visible. Starting with the collaboration between the initiative taker and the head of the
island, in which the initiative taker had trust in the leadership on the island to make sure the
resources were divided accordingly, thereby showing elements of working together and leadership in
the community. Moreover, it shows that the organizer had some level of a sense of community, since
he used a part of the money to help the people on the island. Moreover, he helped the people in
Lombok that he did not personally know. The second thing the passage shows, is that part of the aid
is meant for his own staff who were affected as well. This shows that personal linkages matter in a
time like this. For his own staff and the extended family whose houses were affected, the organizer
bought army tents for temporary residence and hammers and other materials to rebuild houses
(interview Sam). This shows the importance of social capital, in the way of connections to others, for
receiving aid. People who are close, in this case through the way of employment, to the initiative
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taker, received more aid than people from the community that were not directly linked to the
initiative taker. Other initiatives show a similar distribution process, in which the money went to the
people the initiative takers directly knew, who could distribute it further to their family (interview
Jack, Randy).

6.3.3 Receiving aid
People receiving aid were predominantly local people. However, the initiative taker of the previous
sub-paragraph who collected

thousand euro’s, also received aid from his family and some friends

(interview Sam).
Now focusing on the staff, which were the actors receiving most aid. What proved vital in this
research is that connections to the outer world or to people that have these connections is key in the
amount of aid people received. For this research, three local staff members were interviewed, who
make up three small cases. The cases are chosen because these staff members vary in some features.
One is in employment of an expat, while the others works for a local. Moreover, they are chosen on
the basis if they have the skill to speak English or not.
The first employee is John, who argues that he should have received, like all staff members,
15 million rupiah (969 euro) and a bag of rice from his expat employer, who collected the
money through fundraising. This aid was allegedly stolen by the manager, who left and has
not been heard from since (Interview John). John, traumatized by the earthquake found
another job after the earthquake for a joint business of a local and an expat. Due to a low
amount of tourists, he once again lost his job. Consequently, he was in dire need of financial
resources. Luckily, besides the channel of his employers, John received aid from another
individual he met on the island while he was working there. This person, a Canadian woman,
contacted John and transferred 5 million rupiah (323 euro).
John: I have been meet her like many years ago. So she just text me. So yeah, I
need some help. So she send me money like five million. (Interview John, April 27th,
2019)
The ability to meet this contact was partially due to the ability to speak English and connect with
people he meets on the island. He meets these people for example at parties, as John states is a
place where he meets people (ibid). Due to the capability to connect with these tourists, he can build
a relationship, eventually leading to aid in a time of stress. Lastly, John received aid from the
government when he was in Lombok and should receive resources from the government to improve
his damaged house (housing compensation) as explained in paragraph 6.1.
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we were waiting on the street, waiting for the car to bring something like noodles,
rice, we must be waiting on the street. To ask him to stop, to tell him: we need
help, we need food, we need something. We must be waiting for a month. After
that local people from Jakarta they have been sending food to Lombok (interview
John, April 27th, 2019)
Lastly, as explained in further detail in paragraph 6.1, John financially supports his family in Lombok.
Therefore, he is also a person who transferred part of the received aid further to his family,
illustrating the duality of their role as aid receivers and distributers.
The second mini case regards Randy, a male staff member (27) who works for an expat
entrepreneur, whose business was going well. Therefore, Randy kept his job after the
earthquake with the same salary. Moreover, he received money, around 1 or 2 million
rupiah, through the fundraiser the expat employer set up (Interview Randy). In addition to
this, while working on the island, he befriended some of the guests, one of those from
Belgium. This friend contacted Randy after the earthquake and sent him food, twelve tents
and medicine for him and his family and village in Lombok, which was heavily damaged by
the earthquake (ibid). This again shows the importance of having an international network
(social contacts), and proximity to those who have such a network. Moreover, it shows the
importance of the staff member in the village, since he has access to an international
network, through which the village received aid.

The last mini case regards Ben, who works for a local businessman. Ben is also from the
affected area in Lombok but worked for three years at a small art/souvenir shop in Gili Air,
until he lost his job for two months due to the low amount of tourists (interview Ben).
Because of this, he was forced to work day-to-day jobs, and became more reliant on aid.
He last with anything that he could do to get some money (little income or little
amount of money), like cleaning the hotel or bungalow (interview Ben, May 2nd,
2019)
This passage shows the poor financial situation Ben was in. Like most staff members, he sends some
of the money he receives as a remittance to his family. Since he worked for a local businessman, and
temporarily lost his job, he did not receive aid through his employer. Moreover, Ben did not have the
skill to speak English. Therefore, creating an international network is much more difficult than for the
other staff members of the other two cases. This meant that he did not receive individual aid, like the
two other staff members. Ben did receive aid from the local government. Through this channel he
received water, food and some clothes (ibid). These resources, distributed by the head of the island
are presumably the resources gathered by the entrepreneur discussed earlier in this paragraph:
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We doesn t kno the details information about the donator because it come
through the local government and the village head (interview Ben, May 2nd, 2019)
Without having an international network of his own, but merely due to being on the island, on which
many people have an international connection, this staff member was still able to receive aid
through the community’s network, although this aid was smaller than the aid received by the other
two staff members.

What these three mini cases illustrate is the importance of social capital and specifically the
indicators connections to others and a sense of community, and how this can influence one’s
individual resilience capacity. These connections to others (or entitlements) do not only depend on
the amount of contacts, but also on the quality of these contacts, and highlight the importance of
(inter)national connections to receive aid. People who are closer to an international network in the
way of working for expat entrepreneurs, have an advantage over people working for local
entrepreneurs, by having a greater chance to keep their job and salary, and a higher chance of
receiving aid through their employer, resulting in recovery disparities between these individuals.
Moreover, being able to speak English is an important factor to be able to build international
connections yourself. In case of a disaster, the individuals who speak English have a better chance to
receive support through international connections they created themselves. Furthermore, all these
individuals are not only people who receive aid, but also provide aid, by distributing part of the
received aid to support their family in Lombok, who do not have these connections.

6.4 Wonderful Gili Air
Are you looking for a slice of paradise? Well look no further this island offers
everything you could ever want, Gili Air. (Twofishdivers, 2018)

The abovementioned quote is from the website of one of the companies situated on Gili Air. This
promotion campaign called ‘Wonderful Gili Air’, in line with the government’s official tourism slogan:
‘Wonderful Indonesia’, was set up by a group of entrepreneurs on the island that were present after
the earthquake. This cooperation was to only promote the entire island, when usually the
entrepreneurs promote their own business (interview Sam, Jack). Even though it is not possible to
directly assess the effectiveness of this campaign, besides by a recovering economy, which can also
have other causes, this paragraph is about why and how this campaign was set up and how it went.
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Moreover, it is an evaluation on how this campaign is an example of community action, and how it
corresponds with the conceptual framework.
After the earthquake, the economy of the island which relies on tourism, was in a poor state
(interview Sam, Jack, Harry, Mark, John). Economic resources are one of the aspects of
community/individual resilience in the conceptual framework (paragraph 2.6). As visible in figure 11,
page 71, the amount of tourists that visit the island drastically declined in the months after the
earthquake. To combat the decline of tourists, a group of entrepreneurs (local and expat) came
together for a meeting and set up a promotional campaign to attract more tourists to the island.
we had a talk and I said okay we have to market the island instead of yourself. So
we start with a campaign: Wonderful Gili air. (interview Sam, May 2nd, 2019)
In this meeting, a strategy was made in which all present entrepreneurs agreed they would promote
the campaign set up by the group. The entrepreneurs would share articles and a map of the island on
online platforms they are a part of, such as Facebook, Instagram, their personal website and others
(interview Sam, Jack). On the created map all open places on the island are displayed (figure 12). In
addition to this, a video was created that shows images of the island, without showing individual
places (Begadang Facebook, 2018).
To reach a larger public, the community worked together with the government’s regional tourism
department, who shared the promotion campaign in their network (interview Terry). Thereby, the
community is using its linkages with the outside world and can use these linkages in their advantage.
This joint effort shows that the community is willing to work together. Moreover, it shows that the
community is taking initiative by attempting to improve their situation, in this case to improve the
economy of the island. This initiative-taking and the abovementioned quote show that (part of) the
community is taking leadership, without it necessarily needing to come from the community’s
officials. Next, this initiative shows elements of a sense of community. This can be deduced, due to
the fact that they want the island and other entrepreneurs to succeed, although they have the
understanding that the island needs to succeed in order for themselves to succeed:
if e don t have tourists if e don t have activities if e don t have restaurants,
if e don t have shops, yes, then it is nice that your hotel is full, but that is only a
short term thing because on the long term people don t come back You can t
survive by yourself, also the other ones. So, people have to understand that the
whole system, everyone has to advertise, everyone don t be egocentric and think
you are bus and ou are not well so that is maybe now but on the long term
not. (Interview Sam, May 2nd, 2019)
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Figure 12: Gili Air map of open businesses (retrieved from: Begadang Facebook-page, 2018)

The abovementioned quote takes us to the next phase of this initiative, during which the promotion
campaign was running. As the island was coming back to life and more businesses were re-opening,
more entrepreneurs came back to the island. This led to a situation where some of the
entrepreneurs that arrived later would promote their own business, instead of the initiative,
resulting in frustration by the initiative takers:
But people don t understand it When people came back later on, after say at
October, November, December, then people that come back they only advertise
their own shop. They think: I ill survive alone and that is totall rong
(interview, Sam, May 2nd, 2019)
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This exemplifies that the coherence and hence the sense of community is not as strong as one would
believe hearing of this initiative the first time. This partially led to a situation where the people
staying on the island after the earthquake and who undertook this initiative have a stronger bond
and sense of community (interview Jack). In contrast, these people look at the people that came later
in the following way:
There was a little divide, but, I really feel like the people that stayed, increased
the community (Interview Jack, April 19th, 2019)

The discussed case in this paragraph shows a community action in play, in which the themes
economy and community action intertwine. The community shows many elements of community
resilience including community action, leadership, and government linkages. Moreover, it shows a
sense of community, although it also shows that the community is partially divided and is therefore
maybe not as wonderful as one might think.

6.5 Why the damage on the island was limited and what was done
As the prior four paragraphs highlight the vulnerabilities and resilience efforts/capacity of individuals
and the community, it is shown throughout all four paragraphs that the actors are (heavily) affected
by the earthquake. However, the interviewees gave the impression that they feel as if the damage on
Gili Air was limited in comparison to other locations. The case in this paragraph regards the damage
on the island in general and seeks to find a reason why most participants feel that the damage was
limited on the island. Moreover, it looks into what mitigation measures have been taken, or are
intended to be taken to limit the damage in case of a new disaster.
As most of the interviewees said, media sources indicate, and from own observations, the damage
on Gili Air was relatively low in comparison to the larger island of Gili Trawangan or mainland
Lombok (interview, Jack, Mark, Sandra, David). Thereby, providing an explanation why people would
feel relatively lucky with the damage the earthquake caused.
I think it is uh, 50% I think 50 or 60% (..) But on the mainland, in north Lombok, I
think, uh, 80%, 80 or 85% is damage, so really lucky on the island, not so much
damage. (interview Mark, April 21st, 2019)
Being close to mainland Lombok and closer to the epicenter of the earthquake than Gili Trawangan,
yet having less damage in comparison, indicates that the island is less vulnerable than these other
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places. Although this research is not set up as a multi-sited research, it is valuable to unpack why the
people in Gili Air feel that they are ‘lucky’, to see what they feel like they did right for the damage to
be limited.
The main reason that the interviewees gave for having a relatively low damage on the island, is due
to the building style on the island (interview Jack, Mark). Many of the island’s buildings are made
from natural materials, such as wood. Places (partially) made of concrete have more damage than
the places built with natural materials. In mainland Lombok and Gili Trawangan, there are relatively
more buildings made of concrete and other non-natural materials than on Gili Air.
Another factor, besides the material, is the amount of stories a place has or the tallness in general
(interview Jack, David). On Gili Air, there are few buildings that have multiple stories, but those who
did have multiple stories are the ones that had the most damage, such as the mosque or a threestory resort near the harbor (observations first week). On Gili Trawangan, an island with more people
but also more multiple-story buildings there were more fatalities and more damage (ratio: Gili T
(around 10) compared to Gili Air: 1) (interview Jack) (Lamb, 2018)
the center of the island, was the area that was affected the worst. A lot of
buildings completely collapsed there. I think the closer to the beach, and buildings
that were made of wood, and a traditional style, stayed pretty sturdy. So when
people rebuild, people build out of bamboo in a traditional style home that can
take quite a big impact. And it has been educational for everyone. Because in
years, because of tourism, places have become very westernized, and now they
reali e oh there is a reason why these traditional buildings are the way they
are because they are stronger. (interview Sandra, May 1st, 2019)
This quote shows many important aspects to unpack for this case. First of all, the statement confirms
that the center of the island was affected worse than others, as was also noted during the
observations (observations Gili Air as a tourist). The local population lives in the center of the island,
illustrating that they are more vulnerable than tourist businesses, located closer to the beach
(interview Sandra, Sam). Some people whose houses were affected, took it upon themselves to
rebuild their houses, while others wait for the government aid to come through (interview Susan).

Secondly, a learning experience becomes visible, relatable to the social learning aspects of Cutter et
al. (2008) (page 20). Moreover, most interviewees explain that they have learned through the
experience and are changing the way they build (interview Jack, Sam, Mark, David, John, Harry). This
learning aspect is also visible from a government perspective, where the aid for rebuilding the
houses is linked to mitigation measures, since the newly constructed houses need to be made in an
earthquake resilient manner, from natural materials (interview Susan, Facilitators, Terry, Francis).
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In Gili Air, the houses should be made with the aim of potentially hosting tourists in time, illustrating
that the government sees (still) the potential of the tourist industry on the island:
Okay. So now, the government actually want to make sure, that all the housing
construction is on the tourism based. It means that if the people want to make a
house, they should see the standard of tourism. Like they have, they have the
toilet. Who knows that someday they can become a homestay (interview Terry,
May 9th, 2019)

In addition to government measures, some of the community members offered evacuation training
to limit the damage in case of a new disaster, and invited engineers to assess the buildings on the
islands and give advice on how to build, as discussed in paragraph 6.1.1. From a government
perspective, there were problems in the evacuation of the island, and since the earthquake there
have not been (effects of the) trainings yet. The BPBD states that they provide several services, such
as mitigation training (interview Emma). However, members of the community state that they have
never had any training, and therefore take it upon themselves to give this training (interview Jack,
Sandra, David).

Towards the next chapter
In this chapter the collected data was analyzed through certain cases, varying from individual cases
to cases regarding groups or the whole community. This analyzing process finally results in the next
chapter, where conclusions are made based on this analysis and recommendations are given to the
involved actors.
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7. Conclusions, recommendations, further
research and reflection
This chapter addresses the key findings of this research, based on the main research question of this
thesis, as outlined in chapter one. Since the sub-questions work towards answering the main
question, these will not be individually discussed, yet, relevant parts will come forward in the
conclusion since they aid in answering the main research question. After the conclusions are
discussed, this chapter looks in retrospect at the research and its value, in which its value for the
involved actors is addressed in the paragraph regarding recommendations, including possibilities for
future research. Lastly, it looks at the process of the thesis and what the researcher has learned while
writing the thesis.

7.1 Conclusion
This research took the concept of resilience as a starting point, used in a social/communal sense. It
looked at certain features of individuals and a community, and how they try to overcome the
problems caused by a natural disaster. In retrospect, I find the concept of resilience is somewhat
hollow, yet still useful. The concept is hollow since, as the theoretical framework (chapter 2)
addresses, the concept is used in a variety of fields of study and an exact singular meaning and
boundaries are not specified. Therefore, the concept can be used in many different studies, in which
it can have a different meaning. However, stated as a weakness, this is simultaneously one of the
strengths of this concept. It can be used as an umbrella concept, which can later be specified, to
illustrate the same basic process of a ‘steady’ situation followed by a disturbance, set-back, and
potential recovery to at least an equilibrium state (Cutter et al., 2008). This basic overarching idea
can later be specified to the research in question and is therefore a concept that is easy to
understand for a variating audience, and hence in my view valuable.
Due to the many different aspects within the concept of social/communal resilience, this research
took a somewhat holistic approach. This open perspective was necessary since it sought to
investigate a local situation (Gili Air) and what resilience aspects proved important in a social point of
view to a community which is recovering from a natural disaster. This led to an inclusive approach
when using the concept of a community, where the geographical boundaries are somewhat diffuse.
Due to this diffuse nature of the boundaries of the community, a clear definition of who belongs to
the community and who does not, is not given. Instead, it seeks to include the people who are
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connected to the island and the tourist industry, and addresses their problems caused by the natural
disaster, even if these problems do not lie in the geographical area of the research, thereby showing
the relevance of (crossing) these diffuse borders of the community. Moreover, it included the
relationship between actors situated outside the community, the most prominent one being the
government. This is due to the large effect the government can have on the resilience of individuals
and of the entire community.
Due to the holistic approach, an overview is given of how the members and the community as a
whole are doing after the earthquake, including many aspects that influenced the actions that led to
the current state. However, the holistic approach has the downside that even though many aspects
are addressed and included, these aspects contain many more elements to further research in a
more in-depth manner than this research was able to. Suggestions will be given in paragraph 7.2.
Going back to the research question of this thesis, which considered the actions and dimensions
regarding social/communal resilience of the individuals and the community as a whole, in the
aftermath of the natural disaster, thereby discussing the case of Gili Air, which was struck by several
major earthquakes in August 2019. In this paragraph, the main question is answered after the
analysis of the gathered data in the previous chapter. The main question of this research is:

What actions and dimensions are present on individual and community level, regarding social
resilience, in the tourist-oriented community of Gili Air, in the aftermath of a natural disaster?

As there are many indicators regarding individual and community resilience, this conclusion seeks to
address the key aspects of the process of social resilience in the community, on community and
individual level. The main themes along these concepts that were analyzed were the economy/work,
social capital, community competence, and the external actors, for example the government.
The first short-term responses on community level were various initiatives to fix the island’s
economy, for example through a promotion campaign (through social media), organizing events or
other initiatives, such as an island clean-up. This indicates that the community on the island takes
action to improve their situation and shows creativity and flexibility, elements of leadership, a sense
of community, and a sense of belonging. Moreover, the community on the island shows that they
make use of their connections to others, such as the government, which distributed the campaign of
the community through all their respective networks. Moreover, expat business owners spread this
campaign through their social media, therefore this response reached an international level. Relying
primarily on one source of income, namely tourism, is often stated as a weakness. While it was still a
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vulnerability, in this case it was also a reason for the community to take action and deal with the
affected businesses and to work together to promote the island, since no tourists means no income.
As the islanders feel that they belong on the island and to the community, they are triggered to fix
the problems the earthquake caused, resulting in the abovementioned activities to fix these
problems. However, due to the rising amount of tourists visiting the island (an eightfold within 5
years between 2008-2014), and the economic chances this brings, this economic opportunity also
creates the incentive to fix the problems, since it is worth fixing. Therefore, this brings the question:
would the community be triggered to undertake action to fix their problems if there were no
economic opportunities?
This rising economy is probably also the key factor why the overall impact and consequences were
relatively low in comparison to the impact the earthquake had in Lombok, since the islanders would
be better situated to cope with the problems. The (social) resilience capacity of the island’s
community was not entirely drained, as most people state they feel lucky that the impact the
earthquake had was relatively smaller. Yet, an additional disaster could change this, since some
businesses were already temporarily out of business, and staff members (temporarily) lost their job.
The general sense of well-being is of course a generalization, and when looking closely at the stories
of the individual actors recovery disparities become apparent.
This brings us to social capital in relation to the theme of aid, which shows multiple dimensions
within the community and brings recovery disparities between community members to the surface.
People who organized aid were the people with a larger (inter)national social network, most of
whom were expat employers. They used their (international) connections to others to raise money.
Most of these connections were through social media. This money was distributed along certain
lines. First, to the affected people they knew, most of whom are their affected staff members, whose
family houses in Lombok were damaged by the earthquake. Next, in some initiatives the community
on the island was helped with this aid. The last group are affected people in Lombok the initiative
takers did not personally know, who were occasionally helped by these initiatives. This exemplifies
that social capital matters after a natural disaster. People with (more) (international) connections to
the outer-world, or people standing close to these people, receive more (often) aid than others who
do not (directly) know these people. Moreover, it shows a unit of analysis between the individual and
the whole community. In this case, a company proved to be a unit of importance when investigating
the space between the individual and community. It formed a sort of sub-community, in which it
influenced whether people were able to keep their job and receive aid or not, hence influencing the
people’s individual resilience capacity.
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This brings us to individual resilience. People with more connections and a greater financial capacity,
proved more resilient than people without these connections or financial capacity. The expat
entrepreneurs had more funds available to fix the damage their businesses sustained and were able
to keep their staff and pay them a full salary. Moreover, they were the ones setting up these
fundraisers to support their staff who were affected by the earthquake, and by extension their
family. The capability to do this, lies in the international network they have and the willingness of
these individuals to help. In contrast, the local entrepreneurs had fewer financial resources and
connections. Therefore, they were forced to let staff (temporarily) go. Consequently, they had to
take more tasks upon themselves, showing the recovery disparities between the two groups of
entrepreneurs.
The local entrepreneurs’ staff members that returned or could stay, saw their wages go down due to
the financial situation the entrepreneurs found themselves in. This already illustrates one aspect that
creates disparities between staff members. In this case, it is better to work for someone with larger
financial resources and a larger international network, which are characteristics often seen when the
entrepreneur comes from another country.
Another way of receiving aid, is by being capable to create these connections yourself. When staff
members are able to speak English, which is often a precondition to connect with tourists that visit
the island, they can build meaningful relationships with some of these tourists, which proved a
source of aid after the earthquake. The staff members that do not speak English had no access to this
kind of aid and are therefore more vulnerable and/or less resilient. Although, this does not mean that
everyone who speaks English receives aid through social connections they established. It only
increases the chances to do this.
What the abovementioned conclusions regarding aid show, is that people who maintain a larger
international network, use this network to help themselves and the people in the community.
Therefore, their response can be regarded as an international response. People with a smaller
network often rely on a local approach to tackle their problems. Sometimes they have made
connections to people from geographically distant places, therefore their response can be viewed as
a mix of local and international, although the focus lies on the local.
In addition to this, staff members cannot only be seen as receivers of aid. Since they often come from
other affected villages in Lombok, they redistribute the aid they received further to their family who
lives there and sometimes to village members. This shows the duality of their role as aid receivers
and distributers. Furthermore, it shows the diffuse nature of the community’s borders of Gili Air, and
the importance of the tourist industry for the entire region of Lombok.
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When it comes to the rebuilding of houses, longer-term responses by the community and the
government become apparent. This loss of livelihood showed the vulnerability of the community, as
110 houses were damaged due to the earthquake, and many more houses of staff members who are
from Lombok and live on the company or commute to their village in Lombok. These affected people
received help from the government via compensation for their damaged houses. Affected people will
receive the compensation to rebuild their homes, although frustrated by the slow process, which also
resulted in annoyances like leakages during raining season. This illustrates how the resilience
capacity is influenced by the government, as peoples’ ability to ‘bounce back’ is partially dependent
on what measures external actors, such as the government, undertake. A precondition for the
housing compensation is that the new houses are built in an earthquake resilient manner, mostly
from natural materials, showing the implementation of mitigation measures, and the learning
capacity of both the community and government. Moreover, in the case of Gili Air, in addition to
earthquake resilient houses, these houses should be built in a tourist-oriented manner, thereby
showing that the government takes long-term measures and acknowledges the tourist potential of
the island.
In contrast, members of the community stated that they have not received disaster mitigation
training from the government before or after the disaster, although the disaster agency states that
they do provide these trainings. This led to a situation in which community members took it upon
themselves to organize some classes, showing the action-taking, flexibility and creativity capacity of
the community. Moreover, it shows that the government should implement/improve their mitigation
training, evacuation policy, and communication with the community and trainings they state they
provide to communities, since community members are not aware of them.

7.2 Recommendations
Based on the abovementioned conclusions, and returning to the discussed actors in chapter 1,
paragraph 2, in which the societal relevance of this thesis is discussed, including an outline of the
involved actors for whom this research would be beneficial, recommendations can be suggested.
The involved actors discussed in paragraph 1.2 are the researched community and its individuals,
similar communities in fragile areas, policymakers in the region, policymakers in other fragile areas,
tourist operators in fragile areas, and the scientific community. Per actor some recommendations
will be provided.
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The researched community, its individuals and similar communities in fragile areas:
For the individuals in the community but also for individuals in general who live in fragile
areas, the recommendation is to invest in creating an (inter)national network/contacts,
which proved to be of importance in a time of stress, and a source of recovery disparities
between community members. People with these types of connections should invest in
these contacts, to potentially utilize them in a time of stress. People without these
connections should try and create these on site, by investing in building relationships with
people from geographically distant places. When people do not have the capability to create
such contacts, they can try to learn English or another language many people speak that visit
the site. This has the purpose to be able to create and/or invest in contacts with people from
said places. These contacts can help the individuals with aid by providing money, supplies
and shelter as the analysis showed. Another strategy for doing this is by working for
someone with such a network or being close to them, since they proved to be people that set
up fundraisers and initiatives to help affected people.
For entrepreneurs on the island, it proved to be vital to have some financial resources ready
which can be used in a time of stress in order to keep their businesses operating in the same
way. Therefore, for the businesses on the island, but also in other fragile areas, it is wise to
create a financial buffer that can be used in a time of stress.
For the researched community as a whole, implementing mitigation measures before a
natural disaster, such as an earthquake is important. As many people did not think about a
disaster like this, ex-ante measures were not taken, yet these measures are important to
limit the damage in case of a disaster. Suggested mitigation measures are an evacuation spot
on the island, an evacuation plan to get off the island (boats) and an emergency plan/disaster
training for businesses. This is recommended because of the fact that in all interviews with
entrepreneurs and the local government, it seems like an emergency plan was missing. The
actors have not discussed what to do in case of an event, how to evacuate and what to do
with their guests. This led to chaos during the disaster among the whole community and the
tourists. Other mitigation measures that can be taken are emergency commodities and
building in a resilient style (already being done in this community for affected buildings).
Another recommendation is to formalize the efforts to work together. As this analysis shows,
many community aspects are going well, and businesses and the community are working
together in a time of stress. This led to a situation in which many people feel that they coped
quite well with the consequences of the earthquake. This cooperation and sense of
community is something they can build on to tackle other problems on the island, and to try
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and include all members of the community. As initiatives, such as the island’s promotion
campaign or the island clean-up showed, they have the connections to each other, which can
be formalized to address the problems on the island caused by the earthquake. Moreover,
they can exchange ideas on how they coped with the earthquake, implement mitigation
measures or tackle other non-earthquake related problems on the island. This is an
opportunity for local government officials or prominent members of the community to
create this platform on which these matters can be discussed, implemented, and shared with
all members of the community.
Policymakers in the area, and in other fragile areas
As there are many communities in the world relatable in some manner to the community in Gili Air,
meaning a fragile small tourist-oriented community on an island, the following policy
recommendations could possibly be applied to these fragile communities as well.
First of all, by making building in an earthquake resilient manner mandatory, the amount and
severance of the damage can be limited, and, consequently, the actions that need to be
taken afterwards as well. Since, this regards mostly building with the use of natural
materials, this is relatively cheap.
The second policy recommendation is to adjust policy, in the sense of investing in the selfempowerment and supporting capacity of the community. In this case, community initiatives
led to a situation where the community is taking initiative to improve their situation instead
of a community waiting for help. An example of this is the promotion campaign.
Policymakers can do this by investing in the organization of community activities, with the
purpose of creating a stronger bond between community members.
Thirdly, since the researched community did not know what to do in case of a disaster, yet it
lies in a fragile area, disaster emergency training and mitigation measures are of importance
to save lives or to limit the damage. Government officials can provide these trainings and
measures themselves or can educate certain people of the community to give these trainings
for them. As some members of the community are now providing it themselves, without
having proper training for it, this illustrates their need and willingness.
Next, since many people rely on the housing compensation the government provides, this is
an initiative valued by the community, as without it, people’s problems would have been
much bigger. However, people get frustrated about the time it takes and the uncertainty of
when/if these resources will come. Therefore, a quick response or communication when this
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aid is expected to arrive, can lead to a situation where this initiative is more valued and less
criticized.
Lastly, creating meaningful linkages with other places (not in the same fragile area), can
provide a source of aid. Besides the community individuals themselves, the (local)
government can try to create these linkages by setting up meetings with certain
organizations (such as religious institutions, companies, among others) to create official
linkages that can be utilized in a time of stress.

Social workers
Social workers in a tourist-oriented community should look out for people with smaller
(local) networks and can help them with creating a larger network (for example by teaching
English), since they are the most vulnerable in case of a disaster. This network should ideally
be more internationally oriented, since international linkages proved more fruitful than local
linkages regarding aid.

Tourist operators
Tourist operators in the area, but also tourist operators operating in other fragile areas,
should have an emergency plan ready for what to do with the tourists in the area when
disaster strikes. This plan should be a cooperation between them, the government and
potentially other actors. Since there was no plan ready, it took some time to get the
evacuation started. However, since anticipating a disaster is difficult, a guideline-plan could
be created, which can later be adjusted to the specific needs of a disaster, should it occur.

Scientific community
As the scientific community cannot be given recommendations in the sense of implementing or
adjusting policy/behavior, like the abovementioned actors, first some notions to take into account
will be given when comparable researches are conducted, followed by some suggestions for further
research.
The notion of community resilience is difficult to assess as a whole, as the community is
layered, and its boundaries diffuse. Individual actors make up a community and can belong
to different communities as well. Moreover, resilience can work out differently from
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individual to individual, therefore talking about a resilient community is potentially
misleading. This is, since a disaster can be collectively experienced as limited, though it can
heavily impact particular individuals.
This research shows the importance of social capital in the form of having a (inter)national
network in relation to resilience. This highlights the importance of connectivity to the outer
world in a time of stress. Moreover, it shows the recovery disparities between people with
an international network and people with local strategies.
This research shows the importance of tourism in a region. This importance is not limited to
the people living and working in the tourist destination itself, but also extends to the
hinterland, where families depend on this industry as a source of income by using it as an
income diversification strategy.
Further research
For further research it would be valuable to link up with this research and conduct a
comparative analysis between the island(s), and a tourist-oriented community elsewhere in
Lombok, to investigate the differences in resilience between these sites. This would be
valuable, since the Gili islands are a rapidly growing tourist destination in the past 10 years,
and comparing it with another site, that is not growing as rapidly, can bring other elements
forward regarding community/social resilience and what the causes are for a community’s or
individual’s recovery or what proved to be thresholds in this respect.
Another single-sited case study or a comparative case study in a different region or country,
with a different natural disaster, yet a similar kind of community would also be valuable to
research. This is since the different nature or impact of the disaster and the situated region
which influences the community could bring different findings which can be studied.
It would be valuable to research which elements within social or communal resilience are
considered more important by communities and policymakers. If investigated, this would
shine a light upon which elements are more valuable for policymakers and the
community(members) to focus on.
As the community heavily relies on tourists, it would be valuable to research which type of
tourism (backpacker, couples, low-budget, high-end, etc.) allows for more resilience than
others, as this could change business strategies in fragile areas and policies in the region.
As this research showed, a company can be a research unit of importance when a research
regards community and individual resilience, as it fills space in between these units.
Therefore, to link up with this research, other social units, such as a family, religious
institutions (church, mosque or other), can be interesting to investigate in relation to
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social/communal resilience. Moreover, the role of religion in general is interesting to
research, since it can bring certain ideas, values, and attitudes towards processing and coping
with a natural disaster, and therefore influences the resilience of a community.
Another valuable research would be the value of a touristic site in the wider region, during
and after a natural disaster. The community borders are diffuse and as experienced on site,
the islands are of extreme importance in the region, since they provide work and the
workforce sends remittances to their families on the mainland. How valuable the island(s)
proved in the region in a time when many people’s livelihoods are affected is touched upon
but would be interesting to further investigate. This is, since it can change regional policy and
cause family income strategies to diversify and, therefore, partially rely on the income the
tourist destination generates.
These are just the initial thoughts for further research. The holistic approach consequently led to a
variety of elements open for further research, that are not discussed in the above. A grasp of this is
tourism mitigation measures, resilience through an infrastructure lens, the role of media in tourists’
decisions whether to travel to a destination or not.

7.3 Reflection
This paragraph reflects upon the process of this research, what choices were made and what
problems came up during the process. Moreover, it evaluates what lessons can be drawn for the
researcher.
Regarding the way this research gathered its data, various techniques were used which all proved to
be valuable strategies to find participants. However, dealing with the language barrier proved more
difficult than thought beforehand. Besides difficulties in finding a translator, building a relationship
with the interviewees who do not speak English was difficult, if not impossible. Moreover, in two
cases the interview was held in English with the interviewees responding in Bahasa Indonesian,
without the use of a translator. This was due to the fact that the interviewees could speak and
understand English but would be able to express themselves better in Bahasa Indonesian, especially
considering that the topic regarded government policy. In retrospect, it would have been better to
conduct the interview at another time, when an interpreter could be used. Due to the limited time
and funds available, as well limited slots in the time schedule of the government officials who were
interviewed, this was not possible at the time.
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The necessary holistic nature of the research made it difficult to narrow down on specific themes and
topics regarding resilience. The many actors present in the community and the many indicators for
resilience made it sometimes difficult during the interviews to investigate certain cases in an in-depth
manner, since many aspects required more attention. Moreover, the diffuse nature of the
community made it difficult to draw a line on where the community ends, including sticking to a
single-sited research. However, travelling to some other places, these places were directly linked to
the situation in Gili Air, therefore, it can still be considered a single-sited approach.
Consequential to the holistic approach, this research collected data from many different involved
actors who all have their own story regarding the natural disaster and the respective role they
played. This made the analyzing process of the data somewhat more difficult, than when the data
can be bulked and afterwards analyzed through coding, via a program such as AtlasTi. Analyzing the
data through certain cases, proved to be a solution for this problem. Due to this, choices had to be
made, and consequently some elements were lost, which did not fit within the cases.
Going back to the program of AtlasTi, this program did not prove to be valuable, due to the
temporary nature of the saving server. This meant that all conducted coding work had been lost
several times and, therefore, the coding which led to choosing the cases is not added to the
appendix. This failure of the program lies somewhere in the program itself, as university ICT
explained to me, who nevertheless tried to help me several times.
All concluded, I have learned a lot from the process of writing a master thesis on this topic. I have
learned how to work in a foreign environment, in which I was mostly dependent on myself to get the
required information, with a host organization 600 km away. Furthermore, I have developed my
academic skills through conducting a qualitative research, using various methods and techniques,
and working with various people from different backgrounds on site and with members from
scientific institutions, including my supervisors in The Netherlands and in Indonesia.
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Appendix I The interview guides
Interview guide community members

Before the interview starts.
Hello, my name is Max Nguyen and I would like to interview you for a project on the earthquake in
Lombok and the Gili’s of August 0 , and the how you and the community is doing know and during
the earthquake. Is it okay if this interview is recorded for scientific purposes so that I can transcribe it
later? Do you want to receive a transcript afterwards of the interview? This can take several months
and will be given through an e-mail. If you have any comments or want to add something after the
transcription, please tell me.
1. Can you tell me your name?
2. Where are you originally from? How long have you been here?
3. What and where is your Job on Gili air?
4. Where you here during the earthquake and can you tell me what happened?
5. How did you and the people living on the island react during the event?
6. How did the tourists react during and after the event?
7. Were you well prepared (did you know what to do) when the earthquake happened?
8. What did you do after the immediate threat was dealt with? Where did you go?
9. Did the (local) government or someone else inform/prepare you for a disaster like this?
10. How does the government inform you, and do you know how to communicate with them?
11. How much do you trust that information?
12. What damage did the earthquake costs (buildings, business, lives etc.)?
13. What damage did the earthquake personally do to you, (this does not have to be material or
on the island itself)?
14. What did/do you do to overcome that damage?
15. Who helped you to overcome your problems?
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16. Did someone from outside of the island help you?
17. How did you approach the person(s) to help you?
18. Who suffered (which group) the most from the earthquake?
19. How is the community on the island meeting/organized?
20. How was the response from the community to rebuild the island? Is everyone active in
rebuilding things?
21. What went well in the rebuilding of the island?
22. What did not go well in rebuilding of the island?
23. Did/does the community work together or help each other to rebuild the island or helping
persons who are harmed?
24. Has the sense of community changed due to the earthquake? And why so or why not?
25. Does someone take leadership in rebuilding the island?
26. Do you feel at home here?
27. What are the problems on the island at the moment?
28. How do you or others try to overcome these problems?
29. What kind of solutions for the problems do people have?
30. How do you try to limit the damage in case of another disaster like this?
31. What does the (local) government do to limit the damage in the case of a next disaster?

Interview with Indonesian board for national disaster management (BPBD)
Hello, my name is Max Nguyen and I would like to interview you for my fieldwork on the earthquake
in Lombok of 2018 for the university of Gadjah Mada. Is it okay if this interview is recorded for
scientific purposes so that I can transcribe it later? Do you want to receive a transcript afterwards of
the interview. This can take several months and will be given through an e-mail. If you have any
comments or want to add something after the transcription, please tell me.

1. Can you tell me your name and your function?
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2. What are the key tasks of your agency?
3. What was your agencies response during the earthquake? Particularly concerning the Gili
islands?
4. Was your response to the Gili islands different than towards the rest of Lombok?
5. What was your response concerning the tourists that were on the island?
6. What was your response concerning the local inhabitants?
7. What did your agency do to prepare the Gili islands community for a disaster like this?
8. How would you evaluate that preparation, what went well and what could have been better?
9. What is your agencies role in rebuilding the islands?
10. What is your main goal in rebuilding the island?
11. How is the rebuilding going? What goes well and what could go better?
12. How do you distribute resources among the community?
13. Who is your contact(s) on the island(s) and what is his or her job?
14. How do you engage or communicate with the community?
15. What is your policy regarding community resilience?

Interview local government
Hello, my name is Max Nguyen and I would like to interview you for my fieldwork on the earthquake
in Gili air in August 2018 for the university of Gadjah Mada. Is it okay if this interview is recorded for
scientific purposes so that I can transcribe it later? Do you want to receive a transcript afterwards of
the interview. This can take several months and will be given through an e-mail. If you have any
comments or want to add something after the transcription, please tell me.
1. Can you tell me your name and your function?
2. What are the key tasks of the local government regarding the earthquake?
3. How much damage was there during and after the earthquake on this island?
4. What was your response as local government during the earthquake?
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5. What was your response concerning the tourists that were on the island?
6. What was your response concerning the local inhabitants?
7. What did your agency do to prepare the Gili islands community for a disaster like this?
8. How would you evaluate that preparation, what went well and what could have been better?
9. What is your role in rebuilding the islands?
10. What is your main goal in rebuilding the island?
11. How is the rebuilding going? What goes well and what could go better?
12. What kind of resources do you receive to rebuild the island?
13. How do/did you distribute resources among the community?
14. How do you engage and communicate with the community?
15. How do take leadership on this island?
16. How would you assess the community feeling on the island? (are people willing to help each
other)
17. Is the community active in rebuilding the island?
18. What kind of strategies do they use to rebuild the island?
19. What actions did you take to prevent the damage in case of a next disaster?
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Appendix II Observations
April Gili Air as a tourist
4 April) On the first eye not much can be found regarding the earthquake. There is much rubbish
gathered on the beach at certain points and the roads are poor. Though, this can be found all over
Indonesia. Along the coast to our stay everything (hotels/bars) are open and people are working. In
the evening there are some tourists at certain places, while other remain empty. With employees
asking you if you want a drink, dinner or sell you other stuff.

5 April) When walking around the island some things can be found that remind you of the disaster.
One building that was built over a power installation is still collapsed, one big hotel near the harbor is
completely broken and three men are cleaning-up a site which is filled with bricks over a foundation
that used to be a building. When asking they explain in gestures that it fell down during the
earthquake. Though as a tourist you don not notice any difference in the interaction with the locals.

6 April) When walking around the center of the island much more damage becomes visible. A school
misses walls, multiple houses ae torn down, which leaves piles of bricks and other remains on giant
piles around the area. It becomes visible that beyond the beaches, more o the center that the
damage is bigger as I believed it was after the first two days. This shows that the tourist spots along
the coast were either better of, or were quicker in their response.

Observations first week
14 April
Arriving for the second time at Gili Air. Noticing the same things as last time. Due to a late arrival not
spending much time working at the project. Though during the boat ride, only 1 boat at 1 pm which
is not full. It becomes clear that the Gili islands are not as much visited as before, though it is
shoulder season.

15 April
Walking through the islan and working on my interview guides. Taking photos of collapsed buildigns.

16 April
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Talking to Jack the owner of (..) Who states that Gili Air is not as much struck as other places, only
poorly constructed buildings collapsed. The hotel ombak near the harbor that was destroyed. There
are rumors of tacking this for insurance with help of local authority. After the earthquake there is a
new island chief, the other left after the earthquake. He (the entrepreneur) suffered by a lack of
tourists. He states that locals are superstitious and saw it as a sign of god. (interviewing this man
later)
17 April
Talking to Mark a local entrepreneur with a hotel and restaurant
During the earthquake there was no communication
Keeping tourists and staff together
Scared of tsunami
Slowly going with a boat to Lombok with a few people at the same time
Damage to almost every building
Staff from Lombok unwilling to get back
Staff reduced from 15 to 6 people
Lacking a manager and is therefore managing himself
Starting to get better about 50% compared to last year (amount of tourists)
In his village in Lombok his house is the only one standing because of wooden construction
‘’miracle’’
For weeks, months people lived at his house with helpers/donation workers present
supporting the locals.
Also bevause of proximity of a hill which are safe in case of a tsunami
(interview with Mark later)

-

At Sate bar. Monday French owners are present, who started a initiative to support their
employees who originate from Lombok
Finding an assembly/meeting point on the island probably for in case of a earthquake or
tsunami.

18 April
At (tourist accommodation) observing. The hotel is quite crowded compared to other
hotels/resorts. New buildings are being built, two private two story huts. About 6 people
working in construction some of them locals, others from Lombok. Horse carrier bringing
goods such as wood/frames/freezers and 7 bikes. These are bought in Lombok. The hotel is
expanding
At a restaurant chatting with a cocktail maker. Who said they had to wait with building a
second bar due to the earthquake.
In the center of the island more damage than at the resorts/tourist industry. The earthquake
sees to hit them harder or it takes them longer to rebuild

19 April
After the interview with Jack he said the following things
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-

Locals vs expats (western) due to the earthquake they become closer
Islanders (some locals) are trying to make the island a Muslim oriented boutique tourist
destination.

Observing the actors on the island
20 April
The main actor on the island is the tourist industry. With local and expat entrepreneurs.
Most of the staff comes from Lombok (large commuting population transporting from Bangsal to Gili
Air everyday around 7 a.m. and leaving around 5 p.m. with small boats.
Some small business owners do it with local staff. At larger places there are some expat staff
members, though these are ‘highly’ skilled workers such as diving instructors.
People working in the supporting industry: such as small shops, art sellers, horse carrier drivers,
transportation to other destinations,
Also a local population not working in the tourist industry such as shops (though tourists come here),
school, pharmacy etc. also some fishing activities, which are later sold in the tourist places or on
market.
Tourist on the island (part of the community?)
Main idea. Island relies on tourism!!

Notable observations of the rest of the period
22 April
Talking to Wan, a worker from central Lombok. His home got damaged due to the earthquake
(showing picture). Want to show me around in Lombok and do an interview.
-

Worked for seven years in a hotel
Since the earthquake difficult to work and get money to rebuild
On Gili’s there is some work. Tries to clean up places for some money, hoping to get enough
money to rebuild.
Waiting for tourists to return so he can work more.
First months almost no work
Later he wanted to show me around Lombok if I paid 0 euro’s. Therefore this lead was not
used anymore.

23 April
Went to (..) because a French couple started a fundraiser to help people. They are in Kuala Lumpur,
because of medical reasons for two more days. Three staff members met and spoken to (John,
Mason and Harold) Their villages got and are still destroyed in Lombok, visting them in two days.
John was working on Gili T as a DJ. Mixer got destroyed due to earthquake
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Lost his grandma in the earthquake
Trying to get money here on Gili Air to fix his house
Resentment at government did not get what was promised
Had three jobs on Gili’s now just
No work in Lombok

26 April Going to Lombok to see the damage there
Mason:
Lost his entire house due to earthquake lives with family
Makes 1.5 million rupiah a month
Works at (..)
Used to work in Gili T, now scared to return
Needs a lot of money to rebuild their house
Entire village damaged with collapsed buildings
Knows due to work in Gili island international people, and posted photos on Instagram of the
situation in his village. response from international friends who asked what happened and
send money 500 thousand and 2 million received through this channel. Social capital
important to receive help.

Overall in Northern Lombok:
-

Damage much bigger than in Gili Air
Many destroyed buildings and losses , mosques, schools. Houses etc.
Lack of work. Due to loss of livelihoods and missing financial opportunities to coop with this
loss.
Government has not (yet) given what was promised. Many people still live in shacks.
Strategy to show tourists around who later might help them.

27 April
Finn (28)
Works in a local family warung (restaurant)
-

Left to Lombok due to earthquake.
Loss of income due to earthquake
Scared of tsunami
Got donations from Java with giving crackers and medicine
Tourist helped with creating promotional video. With all businesses on the island

Flee market
-

There is a flee market at (..) to support the community every second week they collect
clothes , wash them and sell money goes into community before earthquake. This is much
visited only by expats (westerners) who seem to know each other quite well. Forming sort of
a sub-community all together.
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28 April
Through Mark, meeting Hendra (31) who studied English at the university in Mataram, and speaks
the English language fluently, and also speaks Bahasa Indonesia and the local language (Sasak).
Hendra used to work as a manager in a hotel, though he found it to stressful and started his own bike
repair business on the island. He has a wife and son who live near Mataram, Lombok who he visits
every other week to spend the weekend with. He stated that the schools there are better, and
therefore he sends his son to a private school. He needs to work on the island to make more money
to afford this.
Willing to help me with translating interviews with head of the island and staff member who not
speaks English.
He will find this staff member, who does not speak English and will translate the interview with him.

Appendix IV Government documents
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Facilitators housing assessment Gili Air
Due to privacy reasons the names are made unreadable on the next page. These 110 houses were
affected by the earthquake, on the island of Gili Air. In column six the severness of damage is
indicated.
Rusak Ringan =lightly damaged 10 million rupiah of compensation
Rusak Sedang= medium damaged 25 million of compensation
Rusang Berat = heavily damaged 50 million compensation

In total there were:
-

59 lightly damaged
19 medium damaged
32 heavily damaged

In the final column, it is stated in which stage the handling of the claim was. Although all claims will
be finalized, since the assessment took place and was granted.
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